High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) based thrombolysis has emerged as a promising drug-free approach for ischemic stroke treatment. The large amount of acoustic power required by this approach, however, poses a critical challenge to the future clinical translation because of the potential thermal damages. In this dissertation, multi-frequency acoustic waves at MHz range (near 1.5 MHz) were first introduced as HIFU excitations to reduce the required treatment power as well as the treatment time. It was found that dual-frequency thrombolysis efficiency was statistically better than that of single-frequency, under the same acoustic power and excitation condition. Microbubbles (MBs) combined with dual-frequency focused ultrasound (DFFU) for thrombolysis in vitro was then proposed to further reduce the power required. MBs are widely used in therapeutic ultrasound thrombolysis due to the nonlinear characteristics of their harmonic responses, coalescence and cavitation effects, which could further enhance efficiency. It was shown in this study that MBs, with sufficient concentration, could significantly lower the power threshold for thrombolysis for both DFFU and single-frequency focused ultrasound (SFFU). MBs mediated DFFU thrombolysis were then studied with a flow system that mimicked the blood flow in the artery of the brain. It was found that the cavitation threshold of a DFFU excitation yielded a lower level than that of a SFFU excitation. All the experimental results indicated that multi-frequency ultrasound could improve the thrombolysis efficiency. However, this was not well established numerically. Hence, a numerical investigation on the inertial cavitation threshold of MBs under multi-frequency ultrasound irradiation was then investigated to confirm the benefit of using
multi-frequency ultrasound for various applications. The main contribution and findings of this dissertation are as follows:

1) For the HIFU along study, when varying the acoustic power while fixing the duty cycle at 5%, it was found that almost 30% of the power can be saved by dual frequency ultrasound to achieve the same thrombolysis efficiency. In the experiment where the duty cycle was increased from 0.5% to 10%, it was shown that dual-frequency ultrasound can achieve the same thrombolysis efficiency with only half of the duty cycle of single-frequency. Dual-frequency ultrasound could also accelerate the thrombolysis by a factor of 2-4 as demonstrated in this study. The measured cavitation doses of dual-frequency and triple-frequency excitations were at about the same level, both significantly higher than that of single-frequency.

2) For the MBs mediated thrombolysis study, SFFU needed about 96%-156% higher energy to achieve the same thrombolysis efficiency as that of DFFU. The thrombolysis efficiency was also found to increase with the duty cycle. The measured cavitation signals reveal that the enhanced inertial cavitation may contribute to the improved thrombolysis under DFFU and MBs. By adding the flow system, the inertial cavitation was higher than the static model. One reason could be the dissolution of MBs into the flow that lowered the concentration of MBs by a significant amount. In both cases, the inertial cavitation thresholds of DFFU were lower than SFFU.

3) For the numerical study, we investigated the inertial cavitation threshold of MBs under multi-frequency ultrasound irradiation. The relationships between the cavitation threshold and MB size at various frequencies and in different media were investigated. The results for single, dual and triple frequency sonication showed that inertial cavitation thresholds
can be reduced by introducing additional frequencies, which was consistent with previous experimental work. In addition, no significant difference was observed between dual frequency sonication with various frequency differences. This study also provided a possible route for optimizing ultrasound excitations for initiating inertial cavitation.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Stroke is the third most common cause of death in the developed countries and affects more than 0.7 million Americans every year [1, 2]. Of all strokes, about 87% in the U.S. are ischemic strokes where blood flow to a region of the brain is blocked. Ischemic stroke is regarded as one of the most deadly diseases of impetuosity because of its sudden onset without any warning [3]. Ischemic stroke can induce adult disability, loss of brain function and even death within a few hours without proper treatment [4, 5]. Studies showed that only 15% to 60% of patients are able to reach the hospital within 3 hours of the symptom onset and this percentage has not changed for the last 10 years [6-8].

The function of a blood clot is to prevent damaged blood vessels from bleeding. Blood cells, e.g. platelets will affix to the damage site and generate the initial fibrin network. After the damage is repaired, the generation of plasmin will clean up the fibrin network under normal circumstances. However, hemodynamic changes and hypercoagulability, e.g. atherosclerosis, could result in an excessive blood clotting which is also known as thrombi that are rich in platelet and fibrin network. More details about the formation of thrombi will be introduced in Chapter 2.

The frontline treatment for stroke is thrombolytic drugs. By creating plasmin, the thrombolytic drug could lyse fibrin to cleave thrombi. There are several types of thrombolytic drugs and each of them has its own limitations. The most widely used thrombolytic drug currently is the tissue-type plasminogen activator (rt-PA). However, only 1.5% of total stroke cases could receive this thrombolytic drug treatment because of the strict limitation criteria.
Recently, the HIFU based thrombolysis approach was introduced and was demonstrated for its effectiveness both in vitro and in vivo [9-13]. This HIFU based method has a number of advantages: (1) it is noninvasive and does not require tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA), therefore could reduce the cost and eliminate associated side effects; (2) much faster treatment can be achieved, e.g., 300 mg clots can be disintegrated in 90 to 300 seconds [11]; and (3) the procedure can be guided by real-time ultrasonography for targeting and treatment monitoring [11]. Overall, the HIFU based approach is a potentially superior alternative thrombolysis strategy.

This dissertation focuses on the research of noninvasive thrombolysis using multifrequency high intensity focused ultrasound excitations for stroke treatment. The main differences between this study and previous studies are as follows: 1) this study utilized MHz range (near 1.5 MHz) ultrasound which is safer than kHz range ultrasound for stroke treatment due to the smaller focal size. 1.5 MHz ultrasound was recently adopted in a rabbit model of embolic stroke; 2) this study investigated the effect of frequency difference, duty cycle and treatment time on dual-frequency HIFU for thrombolysis; 3) while the focus of this work is dual-frequency HIFU, triple frequency HIFU was also trialed to examine its performance in thrombolysis; 4) this study showed that by adding microbubbles as thrombolysis agent, the sonothrombolysis threshold could be further lowered and the sonothrombolysis efficiency could increase; 5) not only did the study focus on experimental sonothrombolysis, but it also utilized the microbubble theoretical work to prove that multi-frequency excitation could have a lower power threshold to initiate thrombolysis.
1.1 Motivation

Time to treatment since symptom onset is a crucial factor for the management of acute ischemic stroke patients since a prolonged treatment time leads to dramatic brain cell death. Tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA) has been widely used to treat acute ischemic stroke patients and is currently the only FDA approved treatment approach for this disease. This treatment, however, suffers from a short time window as t-PA thrombolysis is only effective within 4.5 hours of symptom onset [14]. This approach is also slow and is characterized by a low recanalization rate [15]. Additionally, it could also lead adverse effects, e.g., causing cerebral hemorrhage [16, 17].

Extensive efforts have been put into improving thrombolysis efficiency and ultrasound has been proposed and demonstrated as a superior approach [11, 18-30]. There are primarily three different ultrasound based approaches for improving the treatment of ischemic stroke: 1) low intensity ultrasound in combination with t-PA; 2) low intensity ultrasound in combination with t-PA and microbubbles (MBs); 3) HIFU alone. Depending on the approach used, the mechanism for sonothrombolysis could be either stable cavitation or inertial cavitation. For example, for low intensity ultrasound approaches, stable cavitation has a greater contribution [21] whereas, for HIFU based approaches, inertial cavitation plays a more important role [11]. It was demonstrated that using low intensity ultrasound in combination with t-PA might be an efficient and safe approach for treating acute stroke [22-25]. Shaw et al. utilized 120 kHz unfocused ultrasound and found that the lytic efficiency of recombinant t-PA (rt-PA) can be increased in vitro. The ultrasound administrated group yielded better lysis results than that of rt-PA alone group at all rt-PA concentration levels, i.e., 1-3 μg/mL [26]. Ishibashi
et al. adopted a rabbit femoral artery model and found that the ultrasound administrated group (exposed to 490 kHz, 0.13 W/cm² ultrasound) had a higher recanalization ratio than that of the t-PA alone group [27]. To further augment the thrombolysis efficiency, MBs were introduced in addition to 170 KHz ultrasound in a human blood clot model [28]. Shawn et al. demonstrated that echogenic liposomes together with pulsed ultrasound at 120 KHz were effective in improving lysis using t-PA [29]. Zhou and Ramaswami compared sonothrombolysis efficiencies of different ultrasound systems and concluded that similar sonothrombolysis efficiency when using t-PA and MBs can be yielded [30]. Although sonothrombolysis has been shown to be successful in vitro and in vivo, symptomatic hemorrhage was found in some clinical studies [31-33], which is possibly due to the standing wave generated inside the cranial cavity [34]. In addition, these treatment approaches still rely on t-PA and could take hours to complete and suffer from the same side effects.

Recently, the HIFU based approach is a potentially superior alternative thrombolysis strategy. The high energy required for this approach at MHz frequency (due to the strong attenuation of the skull), however, hinders potential clinical applications of this promising approach. For instance, a recent numerical study showed that, in order to achieve a peak negative pressure above the cavitation threshold at 1.5MHz on the proximal M1 through intact skulls, the required total power can be as high as 130 kW assuming continuous waves, which is challenging in an emergency clinical environment [35]. By increasing the element number, the total power can be reduced. However, a large number of elements raise technical difficulties and cost from both making the transducer
array and driving system. In addition, any strategy that could further accelerate HIFU based lysis would be greatly beneficial to the patients.

Alternatively, it has been reported that multi-frequency sonication could significantly enhance cavitation activity and even reduce the cavitation threshold [36-41] which could be an alternative approach for clot lysis since the main mechanism of HIFU based thrombolysis approaches is inertial cavitation.

1.2 Objectives

The main theme of this dissertation is the development of new non-invasive thrombolysis methods in the treatment of stroke. By adding more frequencies and microbubbles, the thrombolysis efficiency has been improved and the thrombolysis acoustic power needed has been decreased. To provide insides on the mechanism of why inertial cavitation can be enhanced by multi-frequency, microbubble dynamics and acoustic cavitation signals data have been studied. Three different approaches of HIFU thrombolysis and the mechanism of acoustic cavitation were aimed to be researched for in vitro applications: 1) multi-frequency static model, 2) microbubble mediated multi-frequency static model, 3) microbubble mediated multi-frequency with flow system, 4) numerical investigation of inertial cavitation.

1.3 Dissertation outline

In this dissertation, three different approaches of HIFU thrombolysis and numerical investigation of microbubble inertial cavitation are presented. Chapter 1 will be a general introduction. The background of HIFU based thrombolysis and microbubble dynamics are described in Chapter 2. All the detailed information regarding relevant theories and
modeling methods are provided in the sub chapters of Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, comprehensive study on multi-frequency HIFU thrombolysis at MHz range is presented. Chapter 4 includes the study on microbubble mediated multi-frequency HIFU thrombolysis. Numerical investigation of microbubble inertial cavitation is presented in Chapter 5. Finally, conclusion and future work are described in Chapter 6 followed by the Appendices.
Chapter 2 Background

2.1 Introduction to stroke

Stroke is a disease that happens within the brain, caused by the obstruction or partially obstruction of the arteries. It has been the third most common cause of death in the developed countries and affects more than 0.8 million Americans every year [1, 2]. Someone dies from stroke every four minutes.

There are different types of strokes. Ischemic stroke, account for 87% of all strokes, is caused when a blood clot blocks the blood flow in the brain while hemorrhagic stroke is caused by a blood vessel rupture and prevent blood flow to the brain. A transient clot may cause a transient ischemic attack or mini stroke. Despite the types of strokes, they all stop the blood vessel from carrying oxygen and nutrients to the brain which will cause the death of the brain cells and result in disability, loss of brain function and even death within a few hours without proper treatment [4, 5].

Before a further discussion of the stroke, a detail introduction of a blood clot should be addressed first. The function of blood clot is to prevent damaged blood vessels from bleeding. Blood cells, e.g. platelets will affix to the damage site and generate the initial fibrin network. After the damage is repaired, the generation of plasmin will clean up the fibrin network under normal circumstances. However, hemodynamic changes and hypercoagulability, e.g. atherosclerosis, could result in an excessive blood clotting which is also known as thrombi that are rich in platelet and fibrin network. Fibrin is the primary structural protein of the blood clot, the essential purpose of which is to stop bleeding [42]. Figure 2.1 showed the structure and mechanical properties of fibrin. The red blood cells
and platelets are trapped within the fibrin fibers that forms a viscous, sticky blood clot [42]. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 further illustrate the process of the formation of a blood clot during a blood vessel damage where TF is tissue factor and MP is microparticles [43].

Figure 2.1 Structure and mechanical properties of fibrin [42].

Figure 2.2 Formation of a clot at the site of blood vessel injury [43].
Figure 2.3 Contribution of a vessel wall and MP TF to arterial and venous thrombosis [43].

Figure 2.4 Demonstration of strokes. Hemorrhagic stroke on the left and ischemic stroke on the right.

Once the clot blocks the blood flow in the brain area, it will cause a stroke Fig. 2.4. The effects of a stroke depend on many factors as the brain manages numerous human functions and is an extraordinarily complicated organ. Every part of the brain has its own functionality and the stroke will affect the body depending on the location where it
occurs. When a stroke occurs on the right side, it might result in paralysis on the left side of the body, vision problems, quick, inquisitive behavioral style and memory loss. When it occurs on the left side, it might produce paralysis on the right side of the body, speech/language problems, slow, cautious behavioral style and memory loss (Fig. 2.5) [44].

![Figure 2.5 The effects of a stroke](image)

Figure 2.5 The effects of a stroke [44].

However, 80% of strokes can be prevented. The recognition of stroke when it happens is poor according to the public’s knowledge of stroke warning signs. Less than half of stroke events were called 9-1-1 within 1 hour of the symptoms onset [45, 46]. Public education of stroke recognition is extremely important as researchers reported that the fibrinolytic treatment could be increased from 4.3% to 28.6% if all patients arrived within 3 hours of the stroke onset [47]. Effective community education and stroke education campaigns among middle school students would further increase the public recognition of stroke. There are 5 common stroke warning signs, sudden weakness, sudden speech
difficulty, sudden visual loss, sudden dizziness, and sudden, severe headache [48]. Over 88% of all strokes will also have one or more of face weakness, arm weakness, and speech difficulty [48].

Time to treatment since symptom onset is a crucial factor for the management of acute ischemic stroke patients since a prolonged treatment time leads to the dramatic death of brain cells. As a result, emergency evaluation and diagnosis of acute ischemic stroke are extremely important. Some procedures to evaluate the patient include emergency triage and initial evaluation, patient history, physical examination, neurological examination and stroke scale/scores, access to neurological expertise and diagnostic tests [46]. There are also several other early diagnoses, such as brain and vascular imaging, where ultrasound plays a key role.

Most of the treatments for stroke are categorized as intravenous fibrinolysis. It has been the most widely accepted therapy for acute stroke treatment since FDA approved the use of rtPA in 1996 [15, 49-55]. The time window of acceptance of the rtPA drug was 3 hours with an approximate 90 mins treatment [56]. This approach is also slow and is characterized by a low recanalization rate [15]. Additionally, it could have severe adverse effects, e.g., causing cerebral hemorrhage [16, 17]. A study showed that intracranial hemorrhage occurred in 6.4% of the patients treated with intravenous rtPA, while only 0.6% of patients who were given placebo were affected [56, 57].

The initiation of intravenous rtPA treatment time window has also been debated for a long time. With a data from 6 large intravenous rtPA tails pool, the odds ratio showed a 2.81 for within 1.5 hours of symptom onset after 3 months of the treatment and 1.55 for a time window of 1.5 to 3 hours, 1.4 within 3 to 4.5 hours and 1.15 within 4.5 to 6 hours.
This indicated the fundamental importance of minimizing total ischemic time and restoring blood flow to the threatened but not yet infarcted tissue as soon as feasible. Although the maximum time window in which fibrinolytic therapy may be given in many patients has been expanded to 4.5 hours, clinical trial evidence indicates a much higher success rate if the treatment is within 1 hour [46]. Researchers also suggested that 80% of the patients suffering a stroke should receive treatment within 1 hour of being brought to the hospital [46, 59-61].

Extensive efforts have been put into improving thrombolysis. Ultrasound has been proposed and demonstrated as a superior approach [11, 18-30]. There are primarily three different ultrasound based approaches for improving the treatment of ischemic stroke: 1) low intensity ultrasound in combination with t-PA; 2) low intensity ultrasound in combination with t-PA and microbubbles (MBs); 3) HIFU alone. It was demonstrated that using low intensity ultrasound in combination with t-PA might be an efficient and safe approach for treating acute stroke [62]. The EKOS technology reported an intra-arterial or intra-clot delivery of ultrasound via a catheter (fig 2.6) [63]. Shaw et al. utilized 120 kHz unfocused ultrasound and found that the lytic efficiency of recombinant t-PA (rt-PA) can be increased in vivo. The ultrasound administrated group yielded better lysis results than that of rt-PA alone group at all rt-PA concentration levels, i.e., 1-3 μg/mL [26]. Ishibashi et al. adopted a rabbit femoral artery model and found that the ultrasound administrated group (exposed to 490 kHz, 0.13 W/cm2 ultrasound) had a higher recanalization ratio than that of the t-PA alone group [27]. To further augment the thrombolysis efficiency, MBs were introduced in addition to 170 KHz ultrasound in a human blood clot model [28]. Shawn et al. demonstrated that echogenic liposomes...
together with pulsed ultrasound at 120 KHz were effective in improving lysis using t-PA [29]. Zhou and Ramaswami compared sonothrombolysis efficiencies of different ultrasound systems and concluded that similar sonothrombolysis efficiency when using t-PA and MBs can be yielded [30]. Although sonothrombolysis has been shown to be successful \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo}, symptomatic hemorrhage was found in some clinical studies [31-33], which is possibly due to the standing wave generated inside the cranial cavity [34]. In addition, these treatment approaches still rely on t-PA and could take hours to complete and suffer from the same side effects. The details of ultrasound in the treatment of stroke will be further introduced in the following sessions.

2.2 Ultrasound in medicine and biology

Ultrasound has been involved in various biomedical applications due to its non-invasive property. Not only diagnostic ultrasound but also therapeutic ultrasound has been researched a lot over the past decades [64]. The principle of ultrasound diagnostic applications is that the ability of ultrasound could penetrate biological tissue and return signals with tissue information which determines the tissue properties while only causing microscopic or no damage to the tissue. To date, ultrasound imaging has been accepted as the most widely used diagnostic tool in many biomedical applications [65]. Table 2.1 showed the advantages of ultrasound imaging over other imaging methods [65]. Ultrasound provides real-time cross-sectional images while keeping the cost-effective [66]. More recently, microbubble/nanodroplet contrast agent has been added in advanced ultrasound imaging to further increase the imaging quality for specific applications [67]. The details of the microbubbles will be introduced in the next session.
The biological changes in tissue due to the interaction with ultrasound was first reported in 1927 [68]. Since then, the use of therapeutic ultrasound to treat people with pain, musculoskeletal injuries and soft tissue lesions has been over 60 years [69]. Tissue heating was the major goal at first, and it was used for soft tissue injuries [70]. Recent research has been focused on either high intensity focused ultrasound for tissue ablation or low intensity ultrasound to stimulate physiological processes [70]. The major therapeutic effects include thermal effect and non-thermal effects such as mechanical effects, cavitation, acoustic streaming, periodic acoustic pressure [70].

To understand these major effects, the fundamental theory of acoustics is then introduced in the following session.

Table 2.1 Comparison of imaging methods [65].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Ultrasound</th>
<th>X-ray</th>
<th>CT</th>
<th>MRI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is imaged</td>
<td>Mechanical properties</td>
<td>Mean tissue</td>
<td>Tissue absorption</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>absorption</td>
<td></td>
<td>(T1 and T2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Small windows</td>
<td>2 sides needed</td>
<td>Circumferential</td>
<td>Circumferential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>adequate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Around body</td>
<td>Around body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial resolution</td>
<td>Frequency and axially</td>
<td>~1 mm</td>
<td>~1 mm</td>
<td>~1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resolution</td>
<td>dependent 0.3–3 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetration</td>
<td>Frequency dependent</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3–25 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Ionizing radiation</td>
<td>Ionizing radiation</td>
<td>Very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>100 frames/sec</td>
<td>Minutes</td>
<td>½ minute to minutes</td>
<td>10 frames/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>$ $ $ $ $ $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portability</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.1 Acoustic wave equation and propagation in tissue

When ultrasound interacts with a tissue, a portion of the sound gets reflected and absorbed, while the remaining sound is transmitted through it.
The displacement of a wave propagating in space is a function both of position and of time:

\[ u = u(x, t) \quad (3.1) \]

Where \( u \) is the local particle velocity, \( t \) is time and \( x \) is the space variable along the direction of propagation of the sound waves.

Let the speed of the propagating wave be \( c \). Then a Galilean transformation:

\[ x' = x - ct \quad (3.2) \]

The wave equation could thus be transformed into:

\[ u(x, t) = u(x') = f(x - ct) \quad (3.3) \]

For a one-dimensional plane wave along the \( x \) direction, according to Hooke’s Law, the displacement can be derived as:

\[ \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} = -\frac{p}{\rho c^2} \quad (3.4) \]

where \( u \) is the displacement of the particles in the medium, \( p \) is the acoustic pressure at position \( x \), \( c \) is the speed of sound and \( \rho \) is mass density of the medium.

Newton's second law applied locally in the medium gives,

\[ \rho \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial x} \quad (3.5) \]

Combining the equation 2.4 and equation 2.5, we can derive the one-dimensional longitudinal wave equation. This equation is only valid in homogeneous, linear, lossless media, without any acoustic sources:

\[ \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} = \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} \quad (3.6) \]

A solution to an equation of the form is:
\[ u(x,t) = A \exp \left\{ i \left[ k (x - ct) + \varepsilon \right] \right\} \]  

(3.7)

where A, k, and \( \varepsilon \) are constants.

When an acoustic wave propagates in a tissue, the amount of energy reflected and transmitted depends on the acoustic impedance. Most acoustic media for biomedical ultrasound is tissues which have an acoustic impedance similar to that of water (1.5\times10^6 Pa\cdot s/m), the acoustic impedance (z) is defined as:

\[ z = \frac{p}{u} \approx \rho c \]  

(3.8)

Impedance values of different human tissues are listed in table 2.2.

The other acoustic parameters could be calculated according to the acoustic impedance.

The pressure reflection coefficient R between tissue 1 and tissue 2 is:

\[ R = \frac{z_2 - z_1}{z_2 + z_1} \]  

(3.9)

The acoustic transmission coefficient T from tissue 1 to tissue 2 is:

\[ T = \frac{2z_2}{z_2 + z_1} \]  

(3.10)

According to the variation of acoustic impedance of diverse types of tissue, e.g. in fat and bone are different compared to the other types of tissue (table 2.2) [71]. Diagnostic and therapeutic ultrasound applications need to consider all the reflection, transmission and attenuation of all types of tissue. For example, in the treatment of stroke, the propagation of ultrasound should be transmitted through the skull, which will have a strong reflection between the skull boundaries due to the impedance mismatch. It is necessary to redesign the ultrasound beam to perform a transcranial therapy [72-75].
Another concern for ultrasound applications is safety. For diagnostic ultrasound, thermal and mechanical damage on tissue should be concerned in terms of acoustic intensity (I) and mechanical index (MI) \[76, 77\].

### 2.2.2 Acoustic intensity

Acoustic intensity describes the acoustic power applied on the unit area. It can be used to evaluate the acoustic field.

\[ I = \frac{W}{\text{Area}} \]  

where \( W \) is the acoustic power, and \( \text{Area} \) is the applied area size.

Table 2.2 Acoustic properties of biomedical ultrasound media \[71\].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue type</th>
<th>Wave speed (m/s)</th>
<th>Acoustic impedance (MRayl)</th>
<th>Attenuation (dB/cm/MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.15-0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>1578</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>0.40-1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>1430-1450</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle</td>
<td>1585</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.57-3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>1540-1550</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>3200-4000</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>430~10^{-6}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acoustic intensity is the time average of instantaneous intensity, which is given by,
\[ I(t) = p(t)u(t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

where \( I(t) \) is instantaneous acoustic intensity, \( p \) is acoustic pressure and \( u \) is the particle oscillation velocity in the medium.

\[ I = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T p(t)u(t)dt \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)

where \( I \) is the acoustic intensity and \( T \) is the period.

For a single frequency wave, the pressure is:

\[ p = \rho cu \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.14)

so, the acoustic intensity can be rewritten as:

\[ I = \frac{p^2}{\rho c} = \frac{p^2}{z} = \frac{P^2}{2z} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.15)

Where \( P \) is the amplitude of the acoustic pressure.

2.2.3 Mechanical index

Mechanical Index is one of the most important parameters for cavitation safety concern. It is defined as the ratio of peak negative pressure (PNP) (in MPa) and the square root of fundamental frequency \( f \) of the acoustic wave (in MHz),

\[ MI = \frac{PNP}{\sqrt{f}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.16)

A higher mechanical index will induce a larger bio-effect which is destructive and harmful to the tissue [77]. The upper limits of ultrasound applications guided by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the US are provided in table 2.3 [71]. The safety guideline that is issued by the British Medical Ultrasound Society in terms of the mechanical index is summarized below [78]:
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For $MI < 0.3$, the applied acoustic pressure is considered low and not much bio-effect occurred.

$MI > 0.3$, there is a possibility of minor damage to neonatal lung or intestine, thus neonatal exposure times at these levels should be kept to a minimum.

$MI > 0.7$: there is the risk of inertial cavitation for the microbubble contrast agent mediated imaging (there is also a theoretical risk of cavitation in the absence of microbubble contrast agent).

The U.S. FDA regulation states that diagnostic ultrasound cannot exceed an MI of 1.9. In most diagnostic ultrasound applications, the MI is less than 1.

Table 2.3 The upper limits of ultrasound applications provided by the Food and Drug Administration in the USA (FDA) [71].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Derated $I_{SPTA}$ (mW/cm²)</th>
<th>Derated $I_{SPPA}$ (mW/cm²)</th>
<th>Mechanical index ($MI$)</th>
<th>Thermal index ($TI$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All applications except ophthalmology</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophthalmology</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Microbubbles and cavitation

Microbubbles were first used as ultrasound contrast agent for medical imaging enhancement by altering the image contrast between different tissue and structures [79-83] (Fig. 2.7). A broad range of evidence showed that by contributing MBs, the cavitation threshold could be further decreased as HIFU could cavitate the pre-existing MBs easily and the cavitation event would be even stronger, thereby showing a promising
enhancement of sonothrombolysis in vitro and in vivo [28, 30, 84-92] (Fig. 2.8). Petit et al. reported the cavitation inside the clot as a result of MBs penetrate through the clot[88]. Tachibana et al. announced a 51.3% fibrinolysis with MBs compare with 33.3% without MBs[28]. Meairs and Hynynen claimed that the ultrasound cavitation threshold was lowered and caused less damage to other tissue by introducing MBs[89, 91]. Zhou et al. noted that by infusion of MBs, the Siemens ultrasound system could increase the thrombolysis efficiency from 42% to 57% without the present of a temporal bone[30].

Figure 2.7 Schematic of an encapsulated microbubble and nanodroplets [83].
Figure 2.8 Microbubble response with different acoustic power [93].

Cavitation is the formation and activation of a gas filled bubble under acoustic excitation in a medium [94]. The gas bubble could either oscillate stably or expand gradually and eventually collapse (stable and inertial cavitation) [94]. Cavitation could lead to thermal effects as well as chemical and optical effects [95-98]. A strong acoustic field can occur during the inertial cavitation. Microscopic gas bubbles or impurities are generally present in a liquid will be forced to oscillate due to an applied high intensity acoustic field (higher than the threshold). With such low pressure, the microscopic gas bubbles will implode violently and generate high pressure and high temperature [99]. The cavitation forces and micro-jets generated during the collapse of the bubble could break the tissue and therefore could be used in tissue ablation and thrombolysis [62, 100-103]. The stable cavitation is the oscillation of microbubble in a liquid driven by an acoustic field. In stable cavitation, the applied acoustic intensity is lower than the threshold, so the bubble will oscillate stably. The bubbles in the liquid are more resistant to compression than to expansion and occur as a highly nonlinear oscillation, generating a lot of subharmonic,
ultraharmonic, harmonic and superharmonic (Fig. 2.9) [104]. The threshold upon which acoustic cavitation is initiated depends on a number of factors, including the ultrasound frequency, bubble size, and surrounding medium properties [75, 77, 105].

Figure 2.9 Detected cavitation signals for (a) SFFU and (b) DFFU at different pressure levels [104].
Chapter 3 Multi-frequency HIFU thrombolysis

Thrombolysis using multi-frequency high intensity focused ultrasound at MHz range: an *in vitro* study

This chapter presents a new High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) based thrombolysis approach. HIFU has emerged as a promising drug-free treatment approach for ischemic stroke. The large amount of acoustic power required by this approach, however, poses a critical challenge to the future clinical translation. In this study, multi-frequency acoustic waves at MHz range (near 1.5 MHz) were introduced as HIFU excitations to reduce the required power for treatment as well as the treatment time. *In vitro* bovine blood clots weighing around 150 mg were treated by single-frequency and multi-frequency HIFU. The pulse length was 2 ms for all experiments except the ones where the duty cycle was changed. It was found that dual-frequency thrombolysis efficiency was statistically better than single-frequency under the same acoustic power and excitation condition. When varying the acoustic power but fixing the duty cycle at 5%, it was found that dual-frequency ultrasound can save almost 30% power in order to achieve the same thrombolysis efficiency. In the experiment where the duty cycle was increased from 0.5% to 10%, it was shown that dual-frequency ultrasound can achieve the same thrombolysis efficiency with only half of the duty cycle of single-frequency. Dual-frequency ultrasound could also accelerate the thrombolysis by a factor of 2-4 as demonstrated in this study. No significant differences were found between dual-frequencies with different frequency differences (0.025 MHz, 0.05 MHz, and 0.1 MHz) and between dual-frequency and triple-frequency. The measured cavitation doses of dual-frequency and triple-frequency excitations were at about the same level but both were significantly
higher than that of single-frequency [106].

This chapter has some of previously published material authored by Dingjie Suo as shown below. All previously published material was reprinted with permission from the publishers.


3.1. Introduction

Stroke is the third most common cause of death in the developed countries and affects more than 0.7 million Americans every year [1, 2]. Of all strokes, about 87% in the U.S. are ischemic strokes where blood flow to a region of the brain is blocked. Ischemic stroke is regarded as one of the most deadly diseases of impetuousity because of its sudden onset without any warning [3]. Ischemic stroke can induce adult disability, loss of brain function and even death within a few hours without proper treatment [4, 5].

Time to treatment since symptom onset is a crucial factor for the management of acute ischemic stroke patients since a prolonged treatment time leads to dramatic brain cells death. Tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA) has been widely used to treat acute ischemic stroke patients and is currently the only FDA approved treatment approach for this disease. This treatment, however, suffers from a short time window as t-PA thrombolysis is only effective within 4.5 hours of symptom onset [14]. This approach is also slow and is characterized with a low recanalization rate [15]. Additionally, it could have severe adverse effects, e.g., causing cerebral hemorrhage [16, 17].
Extensive efforts have been put into improving thrombolysis efficiency and ultrasound has been proposed and demonstrated as a superior approach [11, 49, 62, 75, 77, 102, 107-113]. There are primarily three different ultrasound based approaches for improving the treatment of ischemic stroke: 1) low intensity ultrasound in combination with t-PA; 2) low intensity ultrasound in combination with t-PA and microbubbles (MBs); 3) HIFU alone. Depending on the approach used, the mechanism for sonothrombolysis could be either stable cavitation or inertial cavitation. For example, for low intensity ultrasound approaches, stable cavitation has a greater contribution [21] whereas for HIFU based approaches, inertial cavitation plays a more important role [11]. It was demonstrated that using low intensity ultrasound in combination with t-PA might be an efficient and safe approach for treating acute stroke [22-25]. Shaw et al. utilized 120 kHz unfocused ultrasound and found that the lytic efficiency of recombinant t-PA (rt-PA) can be increased in vitro. The ultrasound administrated group yielded better lysis results than that of rt-PA alone group at all rt-PA concentration levels, i.e., 1-3 μg/mL [26]. Ishibashi et al. adopted a rabbit femoral artery model and found that the ultrasound administrated group (exposed to 490 kHz, 0.13 W/cm² ultrasound) had a higher recanalization ratio than that of the t-PA alone group [27]. To further augment the thrombolysis efficiency, MBs were introduced in addition to 170 KHz ultrasound in a human blood clot model [28]. Shawn et al. demonstrated that echogenic liposomes together with pulsed ultrasound at 120 KHz were effective in improving lysis using t-PA [29]. Zhou and Ramaswami compared sonothrombolysis efficiencies of different ultrasound systems and concluded that similar sonothrombolysis efficiency when using t-PA and MBs can be yielded [30]. Although sonothrombolysis has been shown to be successful in vitro and in
vivo, symptomatic hemorrhage were found in some clinical studies [31-33], which is possibly due to the standing wave generated inside the cranial cavity [34]. In addition, these treatment approaches still rely on t-PA and could take hours to complete and suffer from the same side effects.

Recently, the HIFU based thrombolysis approach was introduced and was demonstrated for its effectiveness both in vitro and in vivo [9-13]. This HIFU based method has a number of advantages: (1) it is noninvasive and does not require t-PA, therefore could reduce the cost and eliminate associated side effects; (2) much faster treatment can be achieved, e.g., 300 mg clots can be disintegrated in 90 to 300 seconds [11]; and (3) the procedure can be guided by real-time ultrasonography for targeting and treatment monitoring [11]. Overall, the HIFU based approach is a potentially superior alternative thrombolysis strategy. The high energy required for this approach at MHz frequency (due to the strong attenuation of the skull), however, hinders potential clinical applications of this promising approach. For instance, a recent numerical study showed that, in order to achieve a peak negative pressure above the cavitation threshold at 1.5MHz on the proximal M1 through intact skulls, the required total power can be as high as 130 kW assuming continuous waves, which is challenging in an emergency clinical environment [35]. By increasing the element number, the total power can be reduced. However, a large number of elements raise technical difficulties and cost from both making the transducer array and driving system. In addition, any strategy that could further accelerate HIFU based lysis would be greatly beneficial to the patients.

Since the main mechanism of HIFU based thrombolysis approaches is inertial cavitation, one possibility to improve them is to develop an approach that is more efficient in
producing inertial cavitation. Lower frequencies (e.g., around 100 kHz) require lower power in order to achieve lysis since the inertial cavitation thresholds are lower. However, the larger focal zones could raise safety concerns. For instance, clot lysis has been demonstrated, with vessel damage, at a low frequency (0.68 MHz) in a rabbit femoral artery model [114], whereas no vessel damage was found at a higher frequency, i.e., 1.5 MHz [13, 102]. To achieve a reasonably small focal size for safety, it was suggested the operating frequency of the ultrasound should be in MHz range (e.g., 1.1 – 1.5 MHz), so that the focal width and depth may be smaller than the M1 vessel diameter [35].

Alternatively, it has been reported that multi-frequency sonication could significantly enhance cavitation activity and even reduce the cavitation threshold [36-40, 115]. Tatake and Pandit demonstrated that dual-frequency is more effective in inducing cavitation than single-frequency (16 kHz and 40 kHz, 25 kHz and 4 kHz combinations) [36]. The study by Ruo et al. suggested that dual-frequency (28 kHz and 0.87 MHz) could considerably increase clot mass dissolution [37]. Another study found that triple frequency (28 kHz, 1 MHz and 1.87 MHz combination) could further increase the cavitation yield [37]. Guo et al. and Ma et al. investigated the use of dual-frequency (multiple single frequency transducers and a single aperture dual frequency transducer) for tissue ablation and observed faster temperature elevation in ex vivo chicken breast tissue [38, 116]. A 30% reduction of inertial cavitation threshold was observed when using two neighboring frequencies (531 kHz and 565 kHz) compared with single-frequency (552 kHz) [39]. Most recently, it was noticed that the use of dual-frequency (535 kHz and 565 kHz) excitation could allow a 40% reduction on the power needed to achieve complete
thrombolysis in 300 seconds [40]. The aimed application for these two studies [39, 40] is transcutaneous thrombolysis, which justifies the usage of kHz range frequencies. The main differences between this study and [40] are as follows: 1) this study utilized MHz range (near 1.5 MHz) ultrasound which is safer than kHz range ultrasound for stroke treatment due to the smaller focal size. 1.5 MHz ultrasound was recently adopted in a rabbit model of embolic stroke [13]; 2) this study investigated the effect of frequency difference, duty cycle and treatment time on dual-frequency HIFU for thrombolysis; 3) while the focus of this work is dual-frequency HIFU, triple frequency HIFU was also trialed to examine its performance in thrombolysis.

3.2. Materials and methods

3.2.1 Clot preparation

Blood clots were prepared in a similar fashion as in [117]. Bovine blood was added into the 2.75% W/V calcium chloride solution (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ) as coagulant for clotting (5 ml/50 ml blood). The blood mix was drained into tygon tubes (6.35-mm ID, 7.94-mm OD) and sealed. The tubes were immersed in a 37 °C water bath for 3 hours and then stored at 4 °C for over 72 hours for complete clot generation and retraction. The clots were in cylindrical shape with a diameter at around 4 mm. Before thrombolysis experiments, the clots were immersed in 37 °C water for 1 hour and then placed in a PVC tube (4.65-mm ID, 6.55-mm OD) for thrombolysis experiments.

3.2.2 Experimental system

All experiments were conducted in a water tank (820×460×410 mm) with a 3-D translational stage (Velmex, Inc., Bloomfield, NY). The tank was filled with degased
water which was maintained at 37±0.5 °C during the entire course of each experiment by a bucket heater (720G 1000 Watts, Allied Precision Industries, Inc., Elburn, IL) and a real-time temperature controller (DSV QuickStart V3.3 Temperature controller, Dorkfood, Oakland, CA).

A sketch of the experimental system and the real setup are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. A HIFU transducer with a nominal center frequency at 1.5 MHz (Blatek Inc., State
College, PA) was fixed on the 3-D translational stage and faced the blood clot sample. The HIFU transducer aperture diameter is 29.5 mm and the focal length is 30 mm. The -6 dB focal beam length and diameter are 9.14 mm and 1.13 mm, respectively. Another broad-band focused transducer with a center frequency at 10 MHz (Panametrics V309, Olympus, Center Valley, PA) was placed at 90° with respect to the 1.5 MHz HIFU transducer to collect the broad-band inertial cavitation signal. The focal length is 50.8 mm and the aperture diameter is 15.8 mm.

For the two transducers used in the experiment, the focal points of both transducers were located using the 3-D translational stage and a needle hydrophone (HNC-0200, ONDA, Sunnyvale, CA). During the cavitation signal collection period, the two foci were approximately coincided and located inside the PVC tube containing the blood clots.

The 1.5 MHz transducer was driven by a RF power amplifier (3100L, Electronics & Innovation, Rochester, NY) which amplified signals generated from a function generator (AFG3101, Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR) (Fig 3.4). Power output (1.3-4 watts) from the 1.5 MHz HIFU transducer was adjusted using the input voltage from the signal generator and calibrated by a power meter (UPM-DT-1000PA, Ohmic Instruments, St. Charles, MO) before and after each set of experiments. The peak negative pressure at the focus of the HIFU transducer was calibrated at 1.5 MHz using a hydrophone (HNA-0400, ONDA, Sunnyvale, CA) in combination with wave field modeling [118, 119]. Burst waves were used for all experiments. For all experiments except the ones where the duty cycle was varied, the pulse length was 2 ms (i.e., pulse repetition frequency was 500 Hz) and the duty cycle was 5%. The duty cycle was changed by adjusting the pulse length while maintain the same number of burst cycles.
Figure 3.3 Example of the input values from the functional generator.

Figure 3.4 Input pressure waveforms for (a) single-, (b) dual- and (c) triple-frequency excitations. Measured pressure waveforms at the focus for (d) single-, (e) dual- and (f) triple-frequency excitations.
Single-frequency was at 1.5 MHz, dual-frequency was 1.45+1.5 MHz and triple-frequency was 1.4+1.45+1.5 MHz.

3.2.3 Experiment procedure

Each clot (Fig. 3.5 (a)) was cut into roughly 12-mm long pieces and flushed with saline solution. Each clot initially weighed 150 ± 20 mg (total number of clots used in the experiments was 250). Thereafter, the clot was pushed into the PVC tube filled with saline solution for sonication under HIFU. During the treatment, the 3-D translation stage was under the scan mode to move the HIFU transducer. The scanning step size was 2 mm to treat the entire clot and at each position the transducer stayed at rest for a period of time t/4 where t is the total treatment time. After the treatment, the debris from the PVC tube was injected onto a 100 µm filter and then flushed with saline solution and dried before weighing. A control group (five clots) was introduced and the same process was adopted except without HIFU treatment: the control group was submerged in water for 60 seconds without ultrasound.
Multiple groups of experiments were performed at single frequency, dual-frequency, and triple-frequency excitations, i.e., 1.5MHz, 1.5MHz+1.475MHz, 1.5MHz+1.45MHz, 1.5MHz+1.4MHz, 1.5MHz+1.475MHz+1.45MHz, 1.5MHz+1.45MHz+1.4MHz. Dual-frequency and triple-frequency excitations were generated using ArbExpress signal generator software (ArbExpress, Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR) with equations shown below (examples are given for 1.5MHz+1.45MHz and 1.5MHz+1.45MHz+1.4MHz):

\[
\sin(1.5 \times 10^6 \times 2\pi) + \sin(1.45 \times 10^6 \times 2\pi)
\]

\[
\sin(1.5 \times 10^6 \times 2\pi) + \sin(1.45 \times 10^6 \times 2\pi) + \sin(1.4 \times 10^6 \times 2\pi)
\]

Frequency difference greater than 0.1 MHz was not tried because of the relatively narrow bandwidth of the HIFU transducer. Very importantly, the output powers were adjusted to be identical among single, dual- and triple-frequency excitations for fair comparisons.
This was achieved with the assistance of the power meter. When generating the multifrequency signals, weighting coefficients were applied to assure that each frequency produces about the same power. This is necessary because the frequency response of the HIFU transducer is not ideally flat from 1.4 to 1.5 MHz. Each group of comparison had one variable (e.g., peak negative pressure, treatment time, and duty cycle) while other parameters remained the same. Table 1 lists the relevant peak negative pressures, peak-to-peak input voltages, and the measured output powers under 5% duty cycle. Each set of treatments was repeated 5 times. Standard deviation and p-value were calculated. The p-value was computed using the T-test with one-tailed distribution in Matlab R2014a (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-frequency</th>
<th>Dual-frequency</th>
<th>Triple-frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PNP(Mpa)</td>
<td>4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5</td>
<td>4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-P(mv)</td>
<td>470 530 590 650 710</td>
<td>690 767 860 963 1042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP(watts)</td>
<td>1.33 1.90 2.30 2.90 3.84</td>
<td>1.33 1.90 2.30 2.90 3.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.4 Cavitation dose measurement

Cavitation doses were measured at different frequencies and different peak negative pressures. The process is similar to that in [87, 120]. Briefly, the signal received by the 10 MHz focused transducer was amplified using a signal amplifier (AH-2020, ONDA, Sunnyvale, CA) and then transferred to a computer for processing. The cavitation signals were captured 10 times for each set of cavitation experiment with a three seconds interval. Each captured signal length was 30 ms which consisted of 15 bursts. Each set of cavitation experiment was therefore about 30 sec long. The sampling frequency was 50 MHz. Every single burst was extracted and then transformed into the frequency domain.
The root-mean-square (RMS) value was calculated for the spectra from 10.2 MHz to 10.4 MHz (this range was chosen to be close to the center frequency as well as to avoid the harmonics). For each capture, there will be 15 RMS values because of the 15 bursts. The mean of these 15 RMS values was then calculated. This was repeated for the 10 captures in each set of cavitation experiment, yielding 10 mean values, which was finally integrated with respect to the time to calculate the cavitation dose for the 30 sec cavitation experiment. At each frequency configuration and pressure, three cavitation experiments were conducted.

3.3. Results

Thrombolysis efficiencies with various peak negative pressures were first examined. To calculate the thrombolysis efficiency in percentage, the difference between the initial clot weight and the clot weight after treatment was divided by the initial weight. It is noted that the peak negative pressures were shown only for the 1.5 MHz single frequency ultrasound in figures. For dual-frequency and triple-frequency, the peak negative pressures were different in order to achieve the same output power. Theoretically, if the peak negative pressure of a single-frequency was $p_{\text{peak}}$, the highest peak negative pressures for the dual-frequency and triple-frequency should be $\sqrt{2} p_{\text{peak}}$ and $\sqrt{3} p_{\text{peak}}$, respectively (Figs. 3.4 a-c). However, due to the nonlinear distortion, the peak negative pressures at the focus for DFFU and TFFU were lower than those numbers (Figs. 3.4 d-f). More than three frequencies were not tried in this study because of the limitation of the function generator.
Figure 3.6 shows the thrombolysis efficiency with 60 seconds treatment time and 5% duty cycle. The dual-frequency focused ultrasound (DFFU) with 1.5+1.45 MHz excitation yielded a statistically better efficiency (p-value < 0.05) than single-frequency focused ultrasound (SFFU) at peak negative pressures higher than 5.0 MPa. SFFU only achieved an efficiency above 50% when the peak negative pressure was around 6.5 MPa whereas DFFU was effective at a pressure level as low as 5.5 MPa. Because the acoustic power is roughly proportional to pressure square, the DFFU was almost 30% more efficient in this case. Similar findings were reported in a previous study using kHz range dual-frequency, where dual-frequency was found to be about 40% more efficient in thrombolysis when varying the acoustic power/pressure [40]. At a peak negative pressure below 5.0 MPa, both SFFU and DFFU were not effective and the thrombolysis efficiencies were not significantly better than those of the control case. The thrombolysis efficiency of DFFU dramatically increased when the peak pressure increased from 5.0 to
5.5 MPa, implying that inertial cavitation likely had occurred. On the other hand, the thrombolyis efficiency of SFFU showed dramatic improvement when the peak pressure changed from 6.0 to 6.5 MPa.

Figure 3.7 Thrombolyis efficiency v.s. duty cycle. The SFFU operated at 1.5 MHz and DFFU operated at 1.45+1.5 MHz. 60s treatment time, 5.5 MPa peak negative pressure. (* p-value < 0.05; ** p-value < 0.001)

The effect of duty cycle and pulse length on cavitation and thrombolysis was discussed previously in [121] for single-frequency excitations. The effect of duty cycle was examined here for both SFFU and DFFU. Figure 3.7 displays the relationship between thrombolysis efficiency and duty cycle at 5.5 MPa peak negative pressure with 60 seconds long sonication. 5.5 MPa peak negative pressure was chosen because at 5% duty cycle, inertial cavitation very likely occurred and lysis was clearly observed for DFFU. For both SFFU and DFFU, the thrombolysis efficiency increased with the duty cycle. DFFU thrombolysis efficiency was statistically better than that of SFFU at duty cycles lower than 10%. At 10% duty cycle, excellent thrombolysis efficiency was noted for both SFFU and DFFU. In clinical applications of thrombolysis, however, a low duty cycle will...
probably be favored because the heating effect can be minimized. The heating can be particularly a problem in the skull due to the high absorption. Due to the fast increase of SFFU thrombolysis efficiency when changing the duty cycle from 5% to 10%, it is likely that the SFFU cavitation threshold pressure at 10% duty cycle was lower than 5.5 MPa but the threshold pressures at lower duty cycles were higher than 5.5 MPa. In this set of experiments, to achieve a thrombolysis efficiency above 60%, the DFFU requires a duty cycle at 5% whereas the SFFU requires a duty cycle at 10%. The required power for DFFU is therefore a half of that of SFFU, i.e., a 50% reduction.

Figure 3.8 Thrombolysis efficiency v.s. treatment time. The SFFU operated at 1.5 MHz and DFFU operated at 1.45+1.5 MHz. 5% duty cycle, 2 ms pulse length and 5.5 MPa peak negative pressure. (* p-value < 0.05; ** p-value < 0.001)

The thrombolysis efficiency against treatment time is shown in Fig. 3.8. At peak negative pressure of 5.5 MPa, the average clot lysis rates for SFFU and DFFU were 1.06 mg/s and 1.72 mg/s (p-value < 0.001), respectively. DFFU was shown to be consistently better than SFFU. To achieve a same amount of efficiency (e.g., 50%), DFFU took around 30-60 sec
while SFFU took almost 120 sec. Therefore, DFFU can accelerate thrombolysis by a factor of 2-4 in this specific case.

Figure 3.9 illustrates the thrombolysis efficiency for different dual-frequency pairs under various peak negative pressures. Again, the peak negative pressure is for the single-frequency excitation under the equivalent power. The treatment time was 60 seconds and the duty cycle was 5%. Although these dual-frequencies could have distinct waveforms (Fig. 3.10), no evidence could be found as to which one would lead to better thrombolysis efficiency in a statistically significant way under the circumstance that the frequency difference is small (< 0.1MHz). Notably, at 6.5 MPa, all three dual-frequencies achieved almost 100% thrombolysis.

![Figure 3.9 Thrombolysis efficiency for DFFU with different frequency differences. 5% duty cycle, 2 ms pulse length and 60s treatment time.](image)

It was suspected that, the higher peak negative pressure from the dual-frequency excitation potentially led to the higher thrombolysis efficiency, since a higher negative
peak pressure could trigger inertial cavitation more easily. For this reason, triple-frequency focused ultrasound (TFFU) was also tested for thrombolysis since the highest peak pressure is even higher. The results shown in Fig. 3.11 did not reveal significantly better thrombolysis than DFFU at the two negative peak pressures tested, i.e., 5.0 and 5.5 MPa. These two pressure levels were chosen because the thrombolysis efficiency of DFFU dramatically increased from 5.0 MPa to 5.5 MPa, implying inertial cavitation likely had occurred in between these two pressures. TFFU still had statistically better thrombolysis efficiency than that of SFFU. The results suggested that, under the same acoustic power, both DFFU and TFFU could yield more efficient thrombolysis than SFFU at around or above 5.5 MPa. Although TFFU had the highest peak negative pressure among all, it did not outperform DFFU.

Figure 3.10 Input pressure waveforms for (a) 1.5+1.4 MHz, (b) 1.5+1.45 MHz and (c) 1.5+1.475 MHz excitations. Measured pressure waveforms at the focus for (d) 1.5+1.4 MHz, (e) 1.5+1.45 MHz and (f) 1.5+1.475 MHz excitations.

To understand the underlying mechanism of more efficient thrombolysis introduced by
DFFU and TFFU, the cavitation doses were measured at the various pressure levels under 5% duty cycle. Figure 3.12 shows typical spectra of SFFU, DFFU, and TFFU for a single burst. Results between 10.2 and 10.4 MHz were shown since these were used to calculate the cavitation dose. TFFU and DFFU had about the same amplitude which was about 5-15 dB higher than that of SFFU. Figure 3.13 showed the broadband noise that have a similar trend of figure 3.12. Figure 3.14 (a) shows the cavitation doses at different pressure levels. The cavitation doses of DFFU and TFFU were consistently higher than that of SFFU, which supports the hypothesis that the enhancement in thrombolysis is at least partly due the stronger inertial cavitation. Figure 3.14 (a) also indicates that inertial cavitation likely occurred after 6.5 MPa for SFFU and after 5.5 MPa for DFFU. The correlation between cavitation dose and thrombolysis efficiency (Fig. 3.14 (b)) showed an almost linear relationship with an R value of 0.96 which matches well with the previous study [120, 122]. The SFFU and DFFU cavitation doses were used to generate this figure.

![Graph](image)

Figure 3.11 TFFU in comparison with SFFU and DFFU in terms of the thrombolysis efficiency at two different pressure levels. 5% duty cycle, 2 ms pulse length and 60s treatment time. (* p-value < 0.05; ** p-value < 0.001)
Figure 3.12 Measured cavitation signals during one burst for SFFU, DFFU, and TFFU from 10.2 MHz to 10.4 MHz. This region of the spectrum was later on used to calculate the cavitation dose.

Figure 3.13 Measured cavitation signals during one burst for SFFU, DFFU, and TFFU from 10 MHz to 20 MHz. This region of the spectrum was showed the broadband noise of cavitation.
3.4. Discussions

Previous studies on HIFU alone thrombolysis have shown promising results. The high power required by this approach, however, is a serious drawback considering the future clinical translation of this approach for treating ischemic stroke. The significant thrombolysis efficiency improvement as demonstrated in this study suggested that multi-frequency sonication could potentially be a solution. Not only multi-frequency sonication could reduce the required power for achieving a certain level of thrombolysis efficiency, it could also considerably accelerate the lysis. The reason for better thrombolysis efficiency can be attributed to the stronger inertial cavitation resulted from multi-frequency sonication. Although this phenomenon has been discovered before, the mechanism is still relatively poorly understood.

![Graphs showing cavitation signals and thrombolysis efficiency](image)

Figure 3.14 Measured cavitation signals during one burst for SFFU, DFFU, and TFFU from 10 MHz to 20 MHz. This region of the spectrum was showed the broadband noise of cavitation.

It has been argued that the stronger inertial cavitation from dual-frequency is because of the nonlinear frequency mixing [123]. This could partially explain why DFFU did not dramatically outperform SFFU at low pressure levels (Fig. 3.6), because the associated nonlinear effect is still low. The nonlinear effect causes the primary frequencies to
interact with each other, therefore resulting in waves with a wide range of frequencies. Particularly, the difference frequencies can be generated from the nonlinear wave propagation, which could yield very low cavitation threshold pressures. In addition, the generated difference frequencies could excite large size bubbles which collapse and break into a large number of small fragments (smaller bubbles) [124] and they will be excited by higher frequencies. Acoustic excitation of these smaller fragments is very efficient because these new born fragments contain little gas and are likely to collapse at a high rate [125]. However, Guo et al. [38] showed that, with two separate transducers operating at different frequencies (the non-confocal configuration), which effectively minimize the difference frequency and its harmonics generated at the focus, stronger inertial cavitation can still be consistently observed. Another possible reason for stronger cavitation is that the wider range of frequencies generated from the nonlinear interactions could be more energy efficient in producing cavitation as it is a random pressure, frequency dependent phenomena [125]. In other words, a wider frequency range could excite more bubbles with a wider nuclei bubble size range, resulting in stronger cavitation. On the other hand, this study did not show an advantage of using TFFU over DFFU, even though TFFU could generate a wider frequency spectrum. This could be because of the small frequency difference (<0.1 MHz) used in this study and using a greater frequency difference may show different results [37]. It should also be pointed out that Guo et al. also trialed TFFU (3.3 MHz + 1.5 MHz + 950 kHz) and it was not found to be more efficient than DFFU in tissue ablation [38]. The same argument could be used to explain why dual-frequencies with different frequency differences led to similar results, i.e., in all cases, the frequency differences were relatively small.
We also attempt to explain the enhanced cavitation from the perspective of peak negative pressures. A new figure (Fig. 3.15) was drawn which was edited from Figs. 3.4 (d-f) and 3.10 (d-f) with the pressures normalized by the peak negative pressure of SFFU. As indicated in Figs. 15 (a) and (b), the peak negative pressure of DFFU was higher than that of SFFU. As a result, while the SFFU did not reach the cavitation threshold, DFFU could reach the threshold because of the higher peak negative pressure. When comparing DFFU to TFFU, although TFFU had the highest peak negative pressure, it did not show any advantages over DFFU (Fig. 3.11). This could probably be understood by Figs. 3.15 (b) and (c). Suppose that the cavitation threshold pressure is 1.01, the SFFU peak negative pressure, which is at 1.0, is then barely below the threshold. When examining the waveforms of the two multi-frequency signals, it was found that for DFFU, the period of time in which the negative pressure amplitudes are above the threshold (the parts below the dash-dot line) is longer than that of TFFU, i.e., 18.7 μs vs. 14.7 μs. This might have compensated for the fact that TFFU has a higher peak negative pressure, leading to similar thrombolysis efficiency between DFFU and TFFU. The same hypothesis could be used to explain why the effect of frequency difference in DFFU is almost negligible (Fig. 3.9). As shown in Fig. 3.15 (d-f), all three waveforms with different frequency differences have about the same period of time in which the negative pressure amplitudes are above the threshold, i.e., 18.7 μs vs. 18.7 μs vs. 19.3 μs. They also have the same peak negative pressure.
Figure 3.15 Normalized waveforms for (a) SFFU, (b) DFFU, and (c) TFFU; DFFU with different frequency differences: (d) 1.5+1.4 MHz, (e) 1.5+1.45 MHz, and (f) 1.5+1.475 MHz.

More extensive studies need to be carried out in the future in order to identify the exact mechanism of cavitation enhancement via multi-frequency sonication. One potential path is to perform bubble dynamics modeling and examine how bubble reacts to SFFU and DFFU [126]. The calculation of Zhang et al. showed that dual-frequency excitation could excite bubbles at much lower sizes to an unstable state than single-frequency does and this unstable state was more likely to cause initial cavitation [126]. They also investigated the acoustical scattering cross section and found dual-frequency approach could generate more resonances [127].

Although more extensive in vitro and in vivo studies still need to be performed in order to further evaluate the potential of the proposed approach, a few foreseeable challenges in clinical translation can be envisioned: 1) the highest operating frequency for transcranial ultrasound spherical arrays currently available is at 1 MHz [128]. To deliver 1.5 MHz
ultrasound transcranially on human, a new “brain array” will likely be needed; 2) Trans-skull delivery of 1.5 MHz ultrasound energy will be possibly inefficient due to the high absorption of the skull. However, treatment safety is the most important factor to consider and a high frequency leads to precise targeting. By using DFFU, it is expected that the acoustic energy can be more efficiently used for thrombolysis, therefore offsetting the disadvantage of high frequency absorption. Adding microbubbles (MBs) could potentially further enhance the thrombolysis efficiency as they can also reduce the cavitation threshold pressure. For ischemic stroke, however, the delivery of MBs in the local low- or no-flow environment is challenging; 3) to accurately focus ultrasound through the skull using the numerical time-reversal approach, the resolution of CT scans of the skull ideally should be much smaller than the wavelength. This is challenging at 1.5 MHz frequency because of its small wavelength. However, a recent paper showed that, as long as the resolution is smaller than about half of the wavelength, sufficiently accurate transcranial beam focusing can be achieved using a k-space method [129].

3.5. Conclusion

This paper studies the efficacy of multi-frequency HIFU for thrombolysis in vitro. Single-frequency, dual-frequency, and triple-frequency were compared with one another under the same acoustic output power. While a previous study investigated the use of kHz range dual-frequency HIFU for the application of subcutaneous thrombolysis [40], this study utilized MHz range frequency which is considered safer and is relevant to treating ischemic stroke patients. The experimental results demonstrated that dual-frequency HIFU is more efficient than single-frequency in thrombolysis efficiency. In a specific case, dual-frequency HIFU was found to require 30% less energy to achieve the same
thrombolysis of single-frequency HIFU. When varying the treatment time, it was found that dual-frequency HIFU can accelerate the thrombolysis by a factor of 2-4 to achieve a 50% thrombolysis efficiency. Thrombolysis efficiency improved for both dual-frequency and single-frequency when increasing the duty cycle. In addition, to achieve a thrombolysis efficiency at 60%, dual-frequency HIFU could reduce the needed power by a half. When increasing the frequency difference of dual-frequencies from 0.025 MHz to 0.1 MHz, the thrombolysis efficiency did not show significant changes. The use of triple-frequency HIFU also did not show clear advantages over dual-frequency HIFU albeit it still outperformed single-frequency HIFU. The measured inertial cavitation dose showed that multi-frequency HIFU had stronger cavitation activities than that of single-frequency HIFU, explaining the more efficient lysis. In the future, we will continue our work and demonstrate the effectiveness of multi-frequency HIFU for thrombolysis through ex vivo human skulls and in vivo. The exact mechanism of enhanced thrombolysis through multi-frequency excitations also remains to be the subject of our future study.
Chapter 4 Microbubble mediated thrombolysis

Microbubble mediated dual-frequency high intensity focused ultrasound thrombolysis: an In vitro study

This chapter presents new thrombolysis technique. High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) has recently emerged as a promising alternative approach for thrombolysis. However, the high acoustic energy required by HIFU could elicit thermal damage bioeffects, impeding the clinical translation of this technique. This paper investigates the use of dual-frequency focused ultrasound (DFFU) mediated by microbubbles (MBs) to minimize the acoustic power required for thrombolysis in vitro. It was found that MBs, with sufficient concentration, could significantly lower the power threshold for thrombolysis for both DFFU and single-frequency focused ultrasound (SFFU). In addition, SFFU needs about 96%-156% higher energy to achieve the same thrombolysis efficiency as that of DFFU. The thrombolysis efficiency is also found to increase with the duty cycle. The measured cavitation signals reveal that the enhanced inertial cavitation is likely responsible for the improved thrombolysis under DFFU and MBs [104].

This chapter has some of previously published material authored by Dingjie Suo as shown below. All previously published material was reprinted with permission from the publishers.


4.1 Introduction

To date, the only FDA approved treatment for acute ischemic stroke is intravenous injection of tissue plasminogen activator (tPA). However, this technique is only effective within 4.5 hours of the symptom onset. Furthermore, the use of tPA can exacerbate intracerebral hemorrhage [130]. Finally, this technique is characterized with a low recanalization rate [131] as the chronic components of the thrombi have fibrous network which are stiff, retracted, and not responsive to thrombolytic drugs [132, 133]. Even when recanalization is successful, the procedure may take up to several hours with lytic agents.

Ultrasound has been suggested to be a potential alternative approach for recanalization. Ultrasound could be used in combination with tPA or contrast agents [134], or even as a stand-alone treatment [11-13]. When combined with tPA, ultrasound can increase the recanalization rate at diagnostic intensities [18] but could also be associated with an increased symptomatic hemorrhage [33, 135, 136]. Researchers have also demonstrated *in vivo* and *in vitro* that relatively short-pulsed, high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) alone can mechanically disintegrate a clot within minutes, thanks to inertial cavitation [10-12, 137, 138]. Although this technique is drug free (therefore avoiding the associated side effects), non-invasive, and yields rapid lysis, there are still issues that need to be addressed before HIFU can be applied in a clinical setup for treating acute stroke patients.
Frequencies must be in the MHz range for safe treatment of stroke using HIFU because a higher frequency yields a smaller focal size, reducing the risk of tissue erosion outside the desired region [13, 139]. However, due to the strong attenuation of the skull as well as high inertial cavitation thresholds at high frequencies, a large amount of acoustic power is required for thrombolysis through an intact skull at a frequency over 1 MHz [35]. To achieve this, advanced transducer arrays are required for beam focusing through the skull [35], which are complicated and expensive, reducing the likelihood of clinical translation. In addition, a large amount of acoustic power delivered at high frequencies not only raises concern for brain tissue damage around the focus, but also could potentially overheat the skull and damage neighboring tissue. One existing solution is to use microbubbles (MBs) since they are known to be able to considerably lower the required acoustic power for initiating cavitation [140]. Notably, recent studies have shown that MBs and ultrasound mediated thrombolysis can be effective in vitro and in vivo without using thrombolytic drugs [134, 138, 141-144] and without apparent side effects. The ability of MBs to reduce the acoustic power, however, could be compromised by the fact that the delivery of MBs in the local low- or no-flow environment is very challenging, although clinical studies have shown that intravenous microbubbles can accelerate thrombolysis under ultrasound [145]. To further reduce the power required by HIFU for thrombolysis, additional methods other than using MBs should be developed.

Recent studies from a few groups including ours showed that dual-frequency focused ultrasound (DFFU) holds great potential in enhancing ablation efficacy, thrombolysis efficiency, and cavitation [40, 106, 146-150]. Liu and Hsieh found that single element
transducers with dual frequency could enhance both inertial and stable cavitation [146]. Recent papers by Guo et al [149] and Yang et al [150] reported that the detected inertial cavitation signal was stronger for DFFU than single-frequency focused ultrasound (SFFU). Other researchers also observed a nearly doubled thrombolysis efficiency at certain power levels during thrombolysis experiments [40, 106]. In this study, we investigate an approach for HIFU-based clot dissolution, where DFFU and MBs are combined to enhance the inertial cavitation and therefore the thrombolysis efficiency.

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Static model

Bovine blood clots were prepared using the same method as described in [106]. Before experiments, the clots were immersed in 37 °C water for 30 minutes and then drained into a 1 ml latex free syringe (Becton Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ) (4.65-mm ID, 6.55-mm OD) with saline solution for thrombolysis. The experimental system was similar to that in [106] and is shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. All experiments were conducted in a water tank filled with degassed water at 37±0.5 °C. A three-dimensional (3-D) translational stage (Velmex, Inc., Bloomfield, NY) was used to move a 1.5 MHz HIFU transducer (Blatek Inc., State College, PA) to target the clot. The aperture diameter and focal length are 29.5 mm and 30 mm, respectively. A 10 MHz (Panametrics V309, Olympus, Center Valley, PA) broad-band focused transducer (50.8 focal length and 15.8 aperture diameter) was placed orthogonal to the axial direction of the HIFU transducer to collect the inertial cavitation signal. The two transducer focal points coincided within the clot. An RF power amplifier (3100L, Electronics & Innovation, Rochester, NY) was used to amplify signals generated from a function
generator (AFG3101, Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR). A high-intensity hydrophone (HNA-0400, ONDA, Sunnyvale, CA) was used to calibrate the peak negative pressure (PNP) at the focus of the HIFU transducer. Burst waves were used with a pulse length 100 μs and 10% duty cycle except for the ones where the duty cycle was varied.

Figure 4.1 Schematic of the experimental system.

Figure 4.2 Real setup of the experimental system.
MBs were produced from lipid solutions as described in [151]. Before experiments, the MBs were activated using a shaker for 45 secs (Bristol-Myers Squibb Medical Imaging, Inc. N. Billerica, MA). The radius of the MB was 0.9 ± 0.45 μm at a concentration of $1 \times 10^{10}$ MBs/ml after activation. 1 ml MBs was dissolved into 10 ml, 100 ml, and 1000 ml saline solution in order to vary the concentration from $1 \times 10^9$ MBs/ml to $1 \times 10^7$ MBs/ml. The MBs were subsequently drawn into a 30-ml syringe (Henke Sass Wolf, Tuttlingen, Germany) which was installed on a micropump (DUAL-NE-1010_US, New Era Pump System Inc., Farmingdale, NY). The micropump was configured to have a flow rate of 100 µl/min during the whole process [152]. For each experiment, the pump was turned on for 30 secs before the ultrasound was activated and was kept on until the end of the experiment. The syringe containing MBs was shaken manually after each experiment to stop MBs from concentrating on the surface of the suspension.

Each clot was blotted and weighted (170 ± 20 mg) before experiments. The total number of clots used in the experiments was n=105. The clots were pushed into the syringes filled with saline solution. The syringes containing the clots were then connected with the pump system using a narrow tube through which the MBs were delivered to the clot site. The exit of the narrow tube was located beside the center of the clot along its axial direction (the tube was not inserted into the clot). Each clot was cut into roughly 17-mm long and 4-mm in diameter and was flushed with saline solution. During the treatment, the HIFU transducer was moved by the 3-D translational stage at 3 mm step size along the length of the clot to treat the entire clot. The system paused at each location for a period of time $t/4$ for each step, where $t$ is the total treatment time. After the treatment, the debris from the syringe was injected onto a 100 µm filter and blotted gently before
weighing using tissue wipers. The control group experiments were conducted the same way except that HIFU was not activated. All thrombolysis experiments were repeated 5 times and the standard deviation and p-value were calculated using a T-test with one-tailed distribution. The single frequency excitation had a center frequency at 1.5 MHz while the dual-frequency one had two center frequencies at 1.5MHz and 1.45MHz [106]. The two frequencies were chosen because of the relatively narrow bandwidth of the HIFU transducer and also the fact that no significant differences were found between dual-frequency excitations with different frequency differences (e.g., 1.5MHz+1.475MHz, 1.5MHz+1.45MHz, and 1.5MHz+1.4MHz). The output powers at different input levels were calibrated by a power meter (UPM-DT-1000PA Ohmic Instruments St Charles MO) prior to the experiment to ensure that the output powers were the same for SFFU and DFFU.

The cavitation signal was processed after it was received by the 10 MHz focused transducer and amplified by a signal amplifier (AH-2020, ONDA, Sunnyvale, CA). For each cavitation detection experiment, cavitation signals were captured every 10 secs and a total of 10 signal samples were taken. The length of each capture was 4 ms which consisted of 4 bursts at a sampling rate of 50 MHz. Each signal was transformed into the frequency domain and all 10 signal samples of that one experiment were averaged. Finally, every 100 points (a 25 KHz range in the frequency domain) of the averaged data were substituted with their root-mean-square value to generate a clear frequency-domain figure. The process of signal processing is showed in Figure 4.3. The thrombolysis efficiency was calculated using the clot weight loss percentage [106]. An efficiency of 100% indicates a complete thrombolysis.
Various PNPs were firstly examined by fixing the other acoustic parameters. The PNPs shown in figures below only represent those of SFFU. The DFFU results are always compared with those of SFFU under the same power, but with different PNPs. To achieve the same output power, the PNPs for DFFU was about 30-40% higher as demonstrated in our previous study [106]. The \( I_{sppa} \) for all achieved PNPs were 159 W/cm\(^2\), 257 W/cm\(^2\), 364 W/cm\(^2\), 551 W/cm\(^2\), and 733 W/cm\(^2\). The \( I_{sppt} \) could approximately be calculated using \( I_{sppt} = I_{sppa} \times \text{duty cycle} \). For 10% duty cycle, the corresponding \( I_{sppt} \) were 15.9 W/cm\(^2\), 25.7 W/cm\(^2\), 36.4 W/cm\(^2\), 55.1 W/cm\(^2\), and 73.3 W/cm\(^2\), respectively.
Figure 4.3 Schematic of the data processing
4.2.2 Flow system model

The blood clots for the flow system are prepared in a similar fashion as in [117]. Bovine blood is added into the 2.75% W/V calcium chloride solution (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ) as coagulant for clotting (5 ml/50 ml blood). The blood mix is drained into tygon tubes (1/8-in ID, 3/16-in OD) with a thread inside and sealed. Each tubing length is set to 11 cm. The tubes are thereafter immersed in a 37 °C water bath for 3 hours and then stored at 4 °C for over 72 hours for complete clot generation and retraction. The
clots are in cylindrical shape with a diameter at around 3 mm after coagulant with a length of each clot is 10 cm. Before thrombolysis experiments, the clots are immersed in 37 °C water for 1 hour and then loaded to the clot holder for thrombolysis experiments.

The setup for the experiment is customized in an attempt to visually investigate the transient mass loss by a combination during HIFU-induced thrombolysis. A peristaltic pump is used to produce a flow rate was 0.4ml/s, which gives a flow rate of 23 cm/s to 94 cm/s at the clot site depend on the clot size. The flow area at the clot site is calculated as the radius of the clot the value varies from 1.2-1.5 mm. This simulates the flow of fluid in a blood vessel. The schematic of the experiment setup and the real setup are shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5. The tube is held by a 3-D printed fixture which facilitates the circulation of water in the tube as shown in figure 4.5. To quantify the mass loss, Digital Image Processing is used. A camera is mounted on the x-stage of the 3-axis stage and directly above the tank in which is immersed the clot and its supporting fixtures. During the experiment, the camera has the 10-cm clot in its field of view. As it slides along the x-axis synchronously with the clot, it records the dissipative action of the HIFU transducer on the blood clot at intervals of 0.8 cm along the clot’s length and at approximately 30 frames/second. This approach is used for varying combinations of ultrasound pressure amplitude and input frequency. Visibly, the effect of each of these combinations is different and this rate of dissipation needs to be quantified. During post-processing, the color image in each frame is converted to a binary (black/white) image with appropriate thresholds to isolate the clot silhouetted against the lighter background of the tank’s floor. The pixels embodied by the clot progressively dwindle in number and at each instance, this is compared to their number in the original, untreated clot as shown in Figures 4.6 (a)
A median filter is then used to remove the little variance due to noise. This establishes a quantitative assessment of the trend in the clot’s mass loss for cases mediated by microbubble injection and those without microbubble injection. Sample results shown in Figures 4.6 (c) and (d) confirm that the use of dual-frequency ultrasound is decisively more effective than single-frequency ultrasound.

Figure 4.6 Imaging processing steps that show the clot lysis. (a) and (b), clot condition before treatment; (c) and (d) clot condition after treatment.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.7 shows the thrombolysis efficiencies with $10^9$ MBs/ml, 3 min treatment time and 10% duty cycle. Figures 4.7 (a) and (b) indicate that, DFFU excitation could achieve an efficiency above 25% at a pressure level as low as 2.5 MPa and the efficiency was 11% higher than the control group. On the other hand, SFFU could only achieve about
the same efficiency at a pressure level between 3.5 and 4.0 MPa. In terms of energy, SFFU needs about 96%-156% higher acoustic energy since the energy is roughly proportional to pressure square. It should be noted from Fig. 4.7 (b) that once the pressure threshold for thrombolysis is achieved, e.g., around 2.5 MPa for DFFU and around 3.0 MPa for SFFU, there is a dramatic increase in thrombolysis efficiency which indicates that inertial cavitation possibly occurred and this will be later confirmed by our passive cavitation experiments. Beyond the threshold, the thrombolysis efficiency gradually increases with the pressure level. Except for the case where both SFFU and DFFU were ineffective at 2.0 MPa, DFFU was at least 28% more efficient than SFFU at each pressure level. The highest contrast was found at 2.5 MPa, where DFFU is 86% more efficient than SFFU (25% thrombolysis efficiency vs.14% thrombolysis efficiency). The thrombolysis power threshold for DFFU was about 30% lower than SFFU (2.5 MPa vs. 3.0 MPa). Note that this is only an approximation since the exact pressure/power thresholds were not measured in this study.

Figure 4.8 shows the effect of MB concentration (0 MBs/ml, 10⁷ MBs/ml, 10⁸ MBs/ml and 10⁹ MBs/ml) on thrombolysis efficiencies for both SFFU and DFFU at 2.5 MPa PNP. At 0 MBs/ml concentration (without MBs) and also 10⁷ MBs/ml, neither SFFU nor DFFU had any effect on the clot which indicates none of them reached the threshold for thrombolysis. The SFFU thrombolysis efficiency was similar to that of the control group whereas DFFU thrombolysis efficiency increased progressively with the growing MBs concentration starting from 10⁷ MBs/ml. This is possibly due to the fact that more MBs lead to more cavitation nuclei and stronger inertial cavitation activities [153].
Figure 4.7 Thrombolysis efficiency v.s. PNP. Acoustic parameters: 109 MBs/ml MB concentration, 10% duty cycle, 100 us pulse length and 3 mins treatment time. (a) Thrombolysis efficiency; (b) Thrombolysis efficiencies of SFFU and DFFU minus the thrombolysis efficiency of the control group. (*p-value < 0.005)

Figure 4.8 Thrombolysis efficiency v.s. MB concentration. Acoustic parameters: 2.5 MPa PNP, 10% duty cycle, 100 us pulse length and 3 mins treatment time. (a) Thrombolysis efficiency; (b) Thrombolysis efficiencies of SFFU and DFFU minus the thrombolysis efficiency of the control group. (*p-value < 0.005)
The effect of duty cycle was also examined for both SFFU and DFFU. The duty cycle was varied by adjusting the pulse length/pulse repetition period and three values of duty cycle were tested, i.e., 2.5%, 5%, and 10%, corresponding to 250 Hz, 500 Hz, and 1KHz for the pulse repetition frequency. Figure 4.9 illustrates the relationship between thrombolysis efficiency and duty cycle at 2.5 MPa PNP and the MB concentration of $10^9$ MBs/ml. At this pressure level, the thrombolysis efficiency of SFFU was similar with the control group for duty cycle less than 10% and there was no appreciable difference between the results of the three duty cycles tested. In contrast, the thrombolysis efficiency of DFFU increased with the growing duty cycle. The increase was more significant when the duty cycle changed from 2.5% to 5% than from 5% to 10%. This suggests that 5% duty cycle could be potentially a good choice for thrombolysis as it is less energy-consuming than the 10% duty cycle and it causes less heating in the tissue.
Figure 4.10 Blood clot before and after treatment at 2.5 Mpa with 10 % duty cycle and 109 MBs/ml MB concentration.

Figure 4.10 shows the clot before and after treatment. It is clear that at 2.5 MPa, the bubble cloud still exists after the treatment of SFFU which indicates the pressure is lower than the bubble cavitation. However, after the treatment of DFFU, no bubble cloud left and the dents on the clot (Fig 4.10 (f)) is larger than the dents on Figure 4.10 (c).

The results of the flow system will be further analyzed and will be presented in our next paper. The results should consist of one figure of the clot lysis size with an error bar at different treatment power. One figure of the clot loss percentage against the time line at different treatment power. One figure of the clot lysis rate comparation of SFFU and DFFU during the one-minute treatment.

4.4 Discussion

The acoustic attenuation of the syringe tube was tested after the experiment, the setup is showed in figure 4.11. Thereafter, the signal collected from the hydrophone is showed in figure 4.12. The acoustic pressure amplitude is attenuated because of the existence of the tubing. Figures 4.12 (a) and (b) show the acoustic pressure in time domain without tubing
and with tubing while (c) and (d) show the acoustic pressure in frequency domain. As can been seen from the figure that the pressure amplitude for a signal with tubing could be 6 dB lower than a signal without tubing. In terms of energy, it will be 50% energy loss.

Figure 4.11 The setup of acoustic attenuation caused by the syringe tube.

To understand the underlying mechanism of enhanced thrombolysis efficiency of DFFU, the cavitation signal was measured at various power levels at 10% duty cycle. Figure 4.13 presents the wide-band cavitation spectra of SFFU and DFFU. The detected signals for low pressure levels (e.g., 2 MPa) clearly show the harmonics, sub-, and ultra-harmonics which are due to nonlinear wave propagation and stable cavitation, respectively. At higher pressure levels, sub- and ultra-harmonics disappeared and broadband noise arise due to the inertial cavitation. The results show that ultra-harmonics could be observed for SFFU at PNPs lower than 3.0 MPa and DFFU at PNPs lower than 2.5 MPa, implying most of MBs were undergoing stable cavitation. The detected broadband noise for SFFU surged as the pressure increased from 2.5 MPa to 3.0 MPa, indicating the onset of inertial cavitation. The same phenomena happened for DFFU as the pressure transitioned from 2.0 MPa to 2.5 MPa. These cavitation results are well-correlated with the previously
demonstrated thrombolysis results at different pressure levels, suggesting that the enhanced thrombolysis is likely due to the enhanced inertial cavitation. The stronger inertial cavitation is possibly due to the nonlinear frequency mixing originated from the two fundamental frequencies and a higher negative peak pressure of DFFU [106].

Figure 4.14 shows the broad band noise that collected during the flow system experiments. The inertial cavitation of SFFU yields between 3.0 MPa and 3.5 MPa while the DFFU yields between 2.5 MPa and 3.0 MPa. The results, again, correlated with the experimental thrombolysis results and affirm our hypothesis that DFFU has a lower cavitation threshold.

Figure 4.12 The acoustic pressure attenuation because of the existence of the tubing. (a) and (b), acoustic pressure in time domain without tubing and with tubing. (c) and (d), acoustic pressure in frequency domain.
4.5 Summary

In conclusion, this paper demonstrated *in vitro* thrombolysis using SFFU and DFFU mediated with MBs. While it is known that DFFU and MBs can individually reduce the power threshold for thrombolysis, this study reveals that these two techniques combined can further reduce the power required for thrombolysis and enhance the thrombolysis efficiency. The detected cavitation signal indicated that the enhanced inertial cavitation is likely responsible for the enhanced thrombolysis efficiency. Our approach that integrates DFFU and MBs for enhancing inertial cavitation, not only is useful for thrombolysis, but can also find utility in tissue ablation, drug delivery, and lipid extraction [154]. Our future work will further investigate the usefulness of DFFU for thrombolysis in more realistic situations including the *in vitro* flow model and *in vivo* model, where blood flow and tissue attenuation can be taken into account.

![Cavitation Signal Graphs](image)

Figure 4.13 Detected cavitation signals for (a) SFFU and (b) DFFU at different pressure levels.
Figure 4.14  Detected cavitation signals for (a) SFFU and (b) DFFU at different pressure levels with flow system.
Chapter 5 Numerical investigation of cavitation

Numerical investigation of the inertial cavitation threshold under multi-frequency ultrasound

This chapter presents numerical modeling of microbubble behavior under ultrasound. Through the introduction of multi-frequency sonication in High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU), enhancement of efficiency has been noted in several applications including thrombolysis, tissue ablation, sonochemistry, and sonoluminescence. One key experimental observation is that multi-frequency ultrasound can help lower the inertial cavitation threshold, thereby improving the power efficiency. However, this has not been well corroborated by the theory. In this paper, a numerical investigation on the inertial cavitation threshold of microbubbles (MBs) under multi-frequency ultrasound irradiation is conducted. The relationships between the cavitation threshold and MB size at various frequencies and in different media are investigated. The results of single-, dual and triple frequency sonication show reduced inertial cavitation thresholds by introducing additional frequencies which is consistent with previous experimental work. In addition, no significant difference is observed between dual frequency sonication with various frequency differences. This study, not only reaffirms the benefit of using multi-frequency ultrasound for various applications, but also provides a possible route for optimizing ultrasound excitations for initiating inertial cavitation [155].

This chapter has some of previously published material authored by Dingjie Suo as shown below. All previously published material was reprinted with permission from the publisher.

- **Suo, Dingjie**, Bala Govind, Shengqi Zhang, and Yun Jing. "Numerical
investigation of the inertial cavitation threshold under multi-frequency ultrasound." Ultrasonics Sonochemistry (2017).

5.1 Introduction

High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) has been used in multiple clinical trials as a promising non-invasive surgery modality [111, 113, 156, 157]. HIFU is known to be able to elicit thermal and mechanical effects. Mechanical effects consist of cavitation, radiation force, shear stress and acoustic streaming. Cavitation is the formation and activity of a gas filled bubble under acoustic excitation in a medium [94]. The gas bubble could either oscillate stably or expand gradually and eventually collapse (stable and inertial cavitation) [94]. Cavitation could lead to thermal effects as well as chemical and optical effects [95-98]. The cavitation forces and micro-jets generated during the collapse of the bubble could break the tissue and therefore could be used in tissue ablation and thrombolysis [62, 100-103]. The threshold upon which acoustic cavitation is initiated depends on a number of factors, including the ultrasound frequency, bubble size, and surrounding medium properties [75, 77, 105].

There are numerous models that can predict the dynamics of a single microbubble (MB) under ultrasound excitation, which produce the bubble radius response and radiated pressure. These models have been used for various studies in the field of HIFU or other areas of ultrasound. The Rayleigh-Plesset (R-P) equation [158] has been widely used as a basis for computational study of bubble dynamics by assuming an incompressible liquid. This was extended by Chen et al. who developed a method for predicting bubble growth with large density ratios and interfaces between different media [159]. Chahine and Hsiao investigated a 3-D non-spherical model for a zero-thickness shell using a non-
dimensional form of the Rayleigh-Plesset differential equation [160]. Farny et al. studied the heating effect of HIFU and found a correlation between the heat generation and cavitation signal [161]. Keller and Miksis first introduced the surrounding liquid compressibility and then developed a model suitable for large amplitude oscillation [162]. Katiyar et al. modeled the subharmonics for free bubble and encapsulated bubble oscillations. They reported that the subharmonics would either monotonically increase or decrease within a particular range of ratios of the excitation frequency to the natural frequency of the bubble [163]. Yasui et al. simulated the broad band noise generated from bubble cavitation under experimental conditions using the Keller-Miksis model [164]. Wang and Yuan utilized the R-P equation to describe a radially symmetric free bubble in the acoustic field and found a correlation between acoustic cavitation and microalga cells disruption [165]. Mancia et al. inspected the bubble responses by changing the surrounding medium properties and waveform parameters using the Keller-Miksis model. They analyzed the surrounding medium stress and strain and found that stiffer tissues were less likely to be damaged by acoustic irradiation [115]. Yang and Church investigated the gas bubble cavitation threshold in soft tissue by extending the Keller-Miksis model to take the shear modulus of the media into account [166, 167]. Bader and Holland further employed the Yang and Church model to predict the expansion of nuclei under histotripsy pulses [110].

Multi-frequency sonication [36-40, 104, 106, 168] has recently been reported as a promising method to enhance cavitation activities and reduce the cavitation threshold. Avvaru and Pandit found that the measured cavitation signal from the hydrophone can be increased by introducing a second and third frequencies, indicating an enhanced
cavitation activity [169]. Guedra et al. found that the cavitation signal power generated from a dual frequency excitation was twice as high as that generated from a single frequency excitation [170]. Guo et al. reported a faster temperature rise in *ex vivo* chicken tissue when treated with multi-frequency ultrasound compared with single-frequency excitation [38]. Previous research from our and other groups also showed better thrombolysis efficiencies and stronger inertial cavitation signals when using multi-frequency HIFU excitation as opposed to the conventional single frequency excitation [40, 104, 106].

The mechanism of multi-frequency excitation for enhancing the inertial cavitation is still poorly understood, though experimental and numerical studies have been actively pursued to shed light on why multi-frequency is advantageous. Saletes et al. showed that dual-frequency could enhance the cavitation activity while reducing the heating in their HIFU cavitation experiments [123] and later on in their dual-frequency thrombolysis experiments [40]. Zhang et al. [126] reported on the critical bubble radii dividing stable and unstable regions of bubbles under dual-frequency acoustic excitation. The critical bubble radii are strongly affected by the amplitudes of dual-frequency acoustic excitation rather than the frequencies of the excitation. Zhang and Li numerically calculated the scattering cross section for single bubbles under dual frequency excitations [148]. They found that dual-frequency could increase the acoustic scattering cross section over a broad range of bubble size because of more resonances. To enhance the effect, the energy allocated to the two frequency components should be almost identical and the ratio of the two frequencies should be relatively large [148]. They further investigated the mass transfer and mass diffusion of gas bubble under dual frequency excitation [147, 171].
In contrast to what [126, 147, 148, 171-175] have studied, this paper aims to estimate the inertial cavitation threshold under multi-frequency sonication by solving bubble dynamics equations, which provides a more direct evidence as to why the additional frequencies can facilitate the enhancement of inertial cavitation. While our primary interests are multi-frequency based thrombolysis and thermal ablation, the results from this study may also have implications for sonoluminescence and drug delivery.

5.2 Numerical model

The methodology employed in the numerical prediction of transient bubble radial response is based on the Yang and Church model [166]. This model considers the effects of medium elasticity on a single microbubble’s oscillation and will be briefly revisited here. In this investigation, the spherical bubble behaves as if it was in an unbounded viscoelastic medium. In the spherical co-ordinate system, the equation of continuity takes the following form

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho v_r)}{\partial r} + \frac{2\rho v_r}{r} = 0,$$

(5.1)

where $\rho$ is the density of the medium, $v_r$ is the radial velocity, and $r$ is the dimension along the radial axis. Conservation of radial momentum in a spherically symmetric radial direction yields

$$\rho \left( \frac{\partial v_r}{\partial t} + v_r \frac{\partial v_r}{\partial r} \right) = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial \tau_r}{\partial r} + \frac{2}{r} \left[ \tau_r - \tau_\theta \right].$$

(5.2)

Here, $p$ is the pressure, $\tau_r$ is the stress in the radial direction, and $\tau_\theta$ is the stress in the polar direction. In terms of surface tension $\sigma$ and gas pressure $P_g$, the pressure in the medium can be expressed as $p = P_g - \frac{2\sigma}{R} + \tau_r$ for a transient bubble radius $R$. 
Furthermore, at the initial time, at the interface of the bubble and surrounding medium, i.e. at a radial position $R_0$, the derivative $\frac{dR}{dt}$ would be zero. Also, at $R = \infty$, the pressure would equal that of the free fluid.

Yang and Church suggested that in the near field of the bubble, it is safe to approximate that only effects of compression and expansion are perceptible while the surrounding medium remains incompressible [166]. The Bernoulli momentum equation would then account for the radial pressure inside the bubble as

$$v_r = -\frac{R \dot{R}}{r^2}$$

and

$$p_{internal} = p_s - \rho_0 \left( R \ddot{R} + \frac{3}{2} \dot{R}^2 \right) + \frac{\rho_0}{r} \left( R^2 \dot{R} \right)' - \frac{\rho_0}{2} \frac{R^4 \dot{R}^2}{r^4} + \tau_r |_R^r \ddot{R} + 3 \int_R^r \frac{\tau_r}{r} dr,$$

where $p_s$ is the pressure at the bubble surface and $\ddot{R}$ is the acceleration of the bubble wall. The linear acoustic field equation is used in the far field. This assumption is strengthened by the expectation that density variation, stress and nonlinear convection terms bear little effect in the far-field. Therefore, as a linear superposition of incoming and outgoing waves, the velocity potential can be expressed as

$$\varphi_{external} = \frac{1}{r} [\varphi_1 \left( t - \frac{r}{c} \right) + \varphi_2 \left( t + \frac{r}{c} \right)],$$

where $c$ is the speed of sound in the medium. Consequently, in terms of equilibrium pressure $p_0$ and medium density $\rho_0$, the pressure is given by

$$p_{external} = p_0 - \rho_0 \frac{\varphi_{external}}{\partial t}.$$
Therefore, to achieve an asymptotic solution at the gas-medium interface, the far-field approximation at its relative zero radial co-ordinate approaches the near-field approximation at its relative infinite radial co-ordinate. The two solutions are then matched and we have

\[ R \ddot{R} + \frac{3}{2} R^2 = \frac{p_s - p_0}{\rho} + \frac{1}{c} \left[ 2 \phi_2'' + \left( R^2 \dot{R} \right)'' \right] - \frac{\tau_r(R,t)}{\rho} + 3 \int_R^r \frac{\tau_r}{r} dr. \]  

(5.7)

On neglecting smaller derivatives beyond the second order, the pressure at a large radial distance is \( p_\infty = p_0 - 2 \frac{\rho}{c} \frac{d^2 \phi_2}{dt^2} + \tau_r(R,t) - 3 \int_R^\infty \frac{\tau_r}{r} dr \). This expression simplifies eqn. (5.7) to the Rayleigh equation given by

\[ R \ddot{R} + \frac{3}{2} R^2 = \frac{p_s - p_\infty}{\rho} \]  

(5.8)

This can be further expressed as

\[ \left(1 - \frac{\dot{R}}{c}\right) R \ddot{R} + \frac{3}{2} \left(1 - \frac{\dot{R}}{3c}\right) \dot{R}^2 = \left(1 + \frac{\dot{R}}{c}\right) \frac{p_s - p_\infty}{\rho} + \frac{R}{\rho c} \frac{d}{dt} \left[p_s - p_\infty\right] \]  

(5.9)

where

\[ p_s = p_g - \frac{2\sigma}{R} + \tau_r(R,t) \]  

(5.10.a)

\[ p_s - p_\infty = p_g - \frac{2\sigma}{R} - p_0 + \left(2 \frac{\rho}{c}\right) \frac{d^2 \phi_2}{dt^2} + 3 \int_R^\infty \frac{\tau_r}{r} dr, \]  

(5.10.b)

and the term

\[ P_A g(t) = \left(2 \frac{\rho}{c}\right) \frac{d^2 \phi_2}{dt^2} \]  

(5.10.c)

is the driving pressure.

The stress components are calculated in the near field, assuming that the associated stress terms vanish in the far field. The shear stress, in terms of radial strain \( \gamma_r \), dynamic
viscosity $\mu$, and shear modulus $G$ is then given by $\tau_r = 2(G\gamma_r + \mu\dot{\gamma}_r)$. Furthermore, in the near-field, $\gamma_r = \frac{d}{dr} \left( \frac{R^2\dot{R}}{r^2} \right)$. This implies that $\gamma_r = \frac{2}{3}r^3(R_0^3 - R^3)$. This result yields

$$\frac{d}{dt} \left( 3 \int_R^r \frac{\tau_r}{r} dr \right) = -4G \frac{R_0^3R}{R^4} - 4\mu \left( \frac{\dot{R}}{R} - \frac{\dot{R}}{R^2} \right)$$

(5.11)

Here, ideal gas behavior is assumed. Therefore, $p_g$ equals $p_{g0} \left( \frac{R_0}{R} \right)^{3\lambda}$ where $\lambda$ is the polytropic index. In terms of the driving pressure $P_A g(t)$, two simplifications arise

$$p_S - p_\infty = p_g - \frac{2\sigma}{R} - p_0 + P_A g(t) - \left[ \frac{4G(R^3 - R_0^3)}{3R^3} + 4\mu \left( \frac{\dot{R}}{R} \right) \right]$$

(5.12)

and

$$\frac{d}{dt} [p_S - p_\infty] = \frac{dp_g}{dt} + \frac{2\sigma \dot{R}}{R^2} + P_A \frac{dg(t)}{dt} - 4G \frac{R_0^3\dot{R}}{R^4} - 4\mu \left( \frac{\dot{R}}{R} - \frac{\dot{R}^2}{R^2} \right)$$

(5.13)

These expressions for $p_S - p_\infty$ and $\frac{d}{dt} [p_S - p_\infty]$ are substituted into Eq. (5.9) to extract an equation of $\ddot{R}$ which is subsequently solved for $R$, the radial response of the bubble. In this study, the initial bubble radii vary from $R_0 = 0.2 \mu m$ to $R_0 = 10.2 \mu m$ and the initial gas-tissue interfacial velocity is assumed to be zero. This range of initial bubble radii is chosen as prior analysis of gas bubbles in fluids is focused in a radius range of 1 $\mu m$ to 10 $\mu m$ [109, 166, 167]. This consideration helps in the validation of results using a given criteria for cavitation. The solution is implemented using an inherently non-stiff ordinary differential equation solver (ode45) in MATLAB (R2016b). The variation of bubble radius as a function of time in fluid and soft tissue is manifested as a non-linear oscillation. The investigation considers two criteria, $R_{max} = 2R_0$ and a bubble-wall velocity of $\frac{dR}{dt} = c$ for inertial cavitation threshold calculation [166, 167].
In the case of single frequency,

\[ P_A g(t) = P_0 \sin(2\pi f_1 t). \]  

(5.14)

In the case of dual-frequency,

\[ P_A g(t) = \frac{P_0}{\sqrt{2}} \sin(2\pi f_1 t) + \frac{P_0}{\sqrt{2}} \sin(2\pi f_2 t). \]  

(5.15)

In the case of triple frequency,

\[ P_A g(t) = \frac{P_0}{\sqrt{3}} \sin(2\pi f_1 t) + \frac{P_0}{\sqrt{3}} \sin(2\pi f_2 t) + \frac{P_0}{\sqrt{3}} \sin(2\pi f_3 t). \]  

(5.16)

Here, \( P_0 \) is a pressure amplitude, and \( f_1, f_2 \) and \( f_3 \) represent the frequency components in Hz. The pressure \( P_0 \) is progressively increased in the simulation for each bubble size in order to identify the corresponding inertial cavitation threshold. The factors \( \sqrt{2} \) and \( \sqrt{3} \) are necessary as they ensure the equal power between these three different excitations. In the simulation, the equilibrium pressure, \( p_0 = 1.01 \times 10^5 \text{ Pa} \), density, \( \rho = 1060 \text{ kg/m}^3 \), speed of sound in water, \( c = 1540 \text{ m/s} \), polytropic index, \( \lambda = 1.4 \), rigidity, \( G \), assumes a value of zero, viscosity of water is \( \mu = 0.001 \text{ Pa} \cdot \text{s} \), viscosity of blood is \( \mu = 0.005 \text{ Pa} \cdot \text{s} \). In water, \( \sigma = 0.072 \text{ N/m} \) and in blood, surface tension \( \sigma = 0.056 \text{ N/m} \). These properties are similar to those referenced in [77]. To simulate the microbubbles’ response in soft tissue (\( \mu = 0.005 \text{ Pa} \cdot \text{s}, \sigma = 0.056 \text{ N/m} \)), three shear moduli of 0.5 MPa, 1.5 MPa and 2.5 MPa are considered.

5.3 Numerical results

The normalized waveforms of three different excitations are shown in Fig. 5.1. The single frequency is 1.5 MHz, the dual-frequency is 1.5 MHz + 1.45 MHz and the triple-frequency is 1.5 MHz + 1.45 MHz + 1.4 MHz. These frequencies are chosen because they were used in
our previous experimental studies [104, 106]. The linear combination of multi-frequency components having the same amount of energy has decisive effects. Neglecting the distortion in nonlinear wave propagation, in general, the dual-frequency excitation is predicted to reach a peak negative pressure of $\sqrt{2}$ times that of a single frequency excitation while a triple-frequency excitation could reach a peak negative pressure of $\sqrt{3}$ times that of a single-frequency excitation, if they were to have the same acoustic energy [106].

![Normalized waveforms of single-, dual-, and triple-frequency excitations.](image1)

Figure 5.1 Normalized waveforms of single-, dual-, and triple-frequency excitations.

![Inertial cavitation thresholds of single-, dual-, and triple-frequency excitations.](image2)

Figure 5.2 Inertial cavitation thresholds of single-, dual-, and triple-frequency excitations. (a) the criterion of $R_{\text{max}}=2R_0$ and (b) the criterion of $dR/dt=c$. 
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The initial analysis considers acoustic signals, the components of which have equal power amplitude. The behavior of MBs in blood is first simulated as it would have greater physiological implications, especially for thrombolysis. Figures 5.2 (a) and (b) show the cavitation pressure thresholds corresponding to single-, dual-, and triple-frequency excitation for both criteria. The result suggests the minima cavitation threshold occurs around 2 \( \mu \text{m} \) where the nature frequency of the microbubble is the same as the driving frequency [166]. When the bubble oscillates around its resonant frequency, the need of the driving pressure to reach the criterion will be lower than the bubble not oscillates at its resonant frequency [176]. When comparing Figs. 5.2 (a) and (b), the criterion of \( \frac{dR}{dt} = c \) is shown to yield higher thresholds which is consistent with [167].

The results show that the power needed to initiate inertial cavitation continuously decreases with the increase in the number of individual frequency components. It is noted that the change in cavitation pressure from single-frequency excitation to dual-frequency excitation is more dramatic than that from dual-frequency excitation to triple-frequency excitation, which is consistent with our previous experimental findings [106].

Figures 5.3 (a) and (b) show a comparison of inertial cavitation thresholds for microbubble oscillation in blood and water when subjected to a single frequency excitation of \( 1.5 \text{MHz} \), to two combinations of dual-frequency excitations, one of \( 1.5 \text{MHz}+1.4 \text{MHz} \), and another of \( 1.5 \text{MHz}+1.45 \text{MHz} \). It is observed that blood shows higher pressure thresholds than water in all three cases due to their disparate values of viscosity and surface tension. These results are consistent with those in [166]. Visibly, there are several troughs on the cavitation threshold line which indicate that the driving frequency could possibly approach the natural frequency of the MB or multiples thereof.
One thing needs to be noted here is that the frequency difference does not have an appreciable impact, i.e., $1.5 \text{MHz} + 1.45 \text{MHz}$ have almost the same cavitation threshold as $1.5 \text{MHz} + 1.4 \text{MHz}$, which is once again consistent with our previous experimental findings [106].

![Figure 5.3](image)

**Figure 5.3** Inertial cavitation thresholds with single frequency and different dual-frequencies in water and blood. (a) the criterion of $R_{\text{max}}=2R_0$ and (b) the criterion of $\frac{dR}{dt}=c$.

Cavitation threshold characteristics from Figs. 5.4 (a) (c) and (b) (d) show that adding a frequency significantly lower than the primary frequency could considerably reduce the cavitation threshold especially for bubble radii larger than 4 $\mu m$ and this difference seems to grow with increasing initial bubble radius. Figures 5.4 (a) and (c) suggest that the cavitation threshold of dual-frequency that contains a low frequency component (500 KHz) could be less than the combination of two neighboring frequencies, i.e., $1.5 \text{MHz} + 1.45 \text{MHz}$ and $1.5 \text{MHz} + 1.4 \text{MHz}$. A 500 KHz acoustic signal alone would significantly lower the cavitation threshold (Figs 5.4 (b) and (d)). This agrees with the widely-accepted theory that lower frequency could initiate cavitation easier. As expected,
the combination of 500 KHz and 550 KHz further lowers the cavitation threshold from that of a single 500 KHz component.

Figure 5.4 Inertial cavitation threshold changes with the addition of low frequencies: (a) (c) show different dual-frequency combinations; (b) (d) show the cavitation thresholds of high frequency, low frequency and the combination of them. (a) (b) the criterion of $R_{\text{max}} = 2R_0$ and (c) (d) the criterion of $\frac{dR}{dt} = c$.

Interestingly, Figs. 5.4 (b) and (d) show that the effect of a linear combination of the mixed signal consisting of 500 KHz and 1.5 MHz components is less in comparison with the effect caused by a signal of 500 KHz alone. Remarkably, it fails to support the general idea of the advantage of dual-frequency excitation. To explain this, the waveforms and radius responses of this 500 KHz + 1.5 MHz signal compared with 500
kHz alone would need to be investigated. A single bubble’s radius response corresponding to driving pressure (Figs. 5.5 (a) and (b)) are shown in Figs. 5.5 (c) and (d) respectively. The initial bubble radius is 1 \( \mu m \) for both cases. As indicated, the amplitude of the dual-frequency excitation wave is not \( \sqrt{2} \) times the amplitude of the single frequency excitation at 500 \( KH z \). In fact, the 1.5 \( MH z \) signal has a periodicity thrice that of the 500 \( KH z \) signal. Hence, when combined, these two frequencies could potentially diminish the advantage of dual-frequency. In this specific case, resulting inertial cavitation pressure is about the same as that derived from a single 500 \( KH z \) sonication. Another salient feature of this dual-frequency combination is that the duration of peak negative pressure is shorter than single frequency and could further explain why the threshold of 500 \( KH z +1.5 \ MH z \) signal is higher than that of the 500 \( KH z \) signal.

Next, another parameter is considered to account for the inertial cavitation threshold of the microbubbles, which is the power allocation of individual components in the multi-frequency signal. By understanding the trade-offs in terms of the energy of each frequency component, a strategic determination of the cavitation effect of the combination can be made. The response is modeled considering an equal effective power of each mixed signal. A comparison of three such combinations is shown in Figs. 5.6 (a) and (b). No significant difference is shown from the perspective of cavitation threshold for the criterion of \( R_{max} = 2R_0 \). However, for the criterion of \( \frac{dR}{dt} = c \), the equal power allocation case has a higher cavitation threshold which needs to be validated with cavitation experiments in the future.
Figure 5.5 Pressure waveforms for (a) 500 KHz and (b) 500 KHz + 1.5MHz. (c) and (d) are the corresponding bubble radius responses.

Figure 5.6 Inertial cavitation thresholds of dual-frequency excitations with different power allocations. The background medium is blood. (a) the criterion of $R_{\text{max}}=2R_0$ and (b) the criterion of $dR/dt=c$.

Calculations are then performed for examining the effect of dual-frequency sonication in soft tissue as this could have implications for tissue ablation using dual-frequency [38].
Figure 5.7 illustrates the effect of shear modulus ($G$) of 0.5MPa, 1.5MPa and 2.5MPa. The shear modulus is a property of the surrounding medium. In all cases considered here, the thresholds in general increase with the elasticity. Dual frequency seems to be more advantageous as $G$ increases (this is more evident when comparing results at 0.5 MPa and 1.5 MPa), suggesting that dual frequency may outperform single frequency to a better extent within higher shear modulus soft tissues. It is noted that the minimum cavitation threshold shifts to larger radii as the shear modulus $G$ increases, which is consistent with the results showed in [166]. For example, the minimum cavitation threshold occurs around $8 \mu m$ for a $G = 1.5$ MPa while it is around 4 to 5 $\mu m$ for $G = 0.5$ MPa (Figs. 5.7 (a) and (b)).

Figure 5.7 Inertial cavitation thresholds for single- and dual-frequency in soft tissue with different shear moduli. (a) the criterion of $R_{max}=2R_0$ and (b) the criterion of $dR/dt=c$.

5.4 Conclusion

The numerical methodology utilized in this study affirms and explains the enhanced inertial cavitation of microbubbles subjected to multi-frequency ultrasound excitation. The Yang and Church model is employed in this study to model non-linear bubble
oscillation in a viscoelastic medium. The simulation results indicate that, given equal initial bubble size, a multi-frequency excitation will in general results in lower cavitation threshold than a single-frequency excitation and reduces the requisite power for this effect. It should be noted that, bubble dynamics models become less reliable at very large pressure values as we have used in this study. Therefore, the results from this study are qualitative rather than quantitative. Nevertheless, it is believed that these results are sufficient in providing some theoretical basis in explaining why multi-frequency excitations are better for initiating inertial cavitation as we and other researchers have consistently observed in various experiments [37, 104, 106, 112].

One nuance is that the inclusion of a low-frequency component drastically reduces the threshold and this has increased influence with growing initial radii of microbubbles. In some cases, the combination could however, be less effective when component frequencies are multiples of one another and could be less potent than the sonication using a single frequency component alone. This unexpected phenomenon should be experimentally validated in the future. Another observation is that the variance in power amplitudes of similar individual frequencies in the mixed signal could cause either insignificant or appreciable change in the threshold, depending upon which cavitation criterion is used.

On further investigation, it is found that dual-frequency excitations perform better than single frequency excitations not only in fluid, but also in soft tissue. Additionally, the advantage of dual-frequency excitations seems to become more evident with the increase of the surrounding medium shear modulus. This is particularly important as it would offer some guidance in designing sonication protocols for tissue ablation. Finally, it should be
pointed out that nonlinear distortion of the acoustic waveforms (due to the nonlinear nature of the acoustic medium) is not considered throughout the paper. The harmonics contained in the acoustic pressure waveform could potentially have a non-trivial effect on the bubble dynamics and will be studied in the future.
Chapter 6 Concluding remarks and future work

6.1 Conclusions and contributions

This dissertation demonstrated the efficacy of multifrequency thrombolysis over the conventional single frequency approach, through a series of in vitro and numerical studies. The research followed a step by step process that first develops an experiment platform, then investigates this new approach with different parameters and finally theoretically validates its numerical model.

Single-frequency, dual-frequency, and triple-frequency were compared with one another under the same acoustic output power. We first utilized MHz range frequency which was considered safe and was relevant in the treatment of ischemic stroke. The experimental results demonstrated that dual-frequency HIFU was more efficient than single-frequency, for thrombolysis. We further studied in vitro thrombolysis using SFFU and DFFU mediated with MBs. While it was known that DFFU and MBs could individually reduce the power threshold for thrombolysis, this study revealed that these two techniques combined, could further reduce the power required for thrombolysis and enhance efficiency. The detected cavitation signal indicated that the enhanced inertial cavitation is responsible for the enhancement. Our approach that integrated DFFU and MBs, for improving inertial cavitation, was not only useful for thrombolysis, but could also find utility in tissue ablation, drug delivery, and lipid extraction [154]. Thereafter, the numerical methodology utilized in this study reaffirmed and explained the enhanced inertial cavitation of microbubbles subjected to multi-frequency ultrasound excitation. We also confirmed that the inclusion of a low-frequency component drastically reduces
the threshold, and this had increased the influence with growing initial radii of microbubbles. On further investigation, it was found that dual-frequency excitations performed better than single frequency excitations not only in the fluid but also in soft tissue. Additionally, the advantage of dual-frequency excitations seemed to become more evident with the increase of the shear modulus of the surrounding medium. This could be particularly important as it would offer some guidance in designing sonication protocols for tissue ablation.

6.2 Future work

To further explore the potentials of multi-frequency thrombolysis, some future work is suggested based on the present dissertation:

1. Future research through ex vivo of human skulls and in vivo of animals could further demonstrate the effectiveness of multi-frequency HIFU for thrombolysis. Figure 6.1 shows an example of the in vivo animal study. For the ex vivo tests, flow system that mimics the blood flow should be considered. Of all the studies, nanodroplets could be considered as an alternative of MBs, as they are small enough to penetrate through the gap between cells or even the cell membrane [151, 177, 178]. The results of SFFU and DFFU treatment should be compared to support our hypothesis that DFFU can achieve the same thrombolysis with a lower power level. The debris from the experiments should be collected and further analyzed as a size distribution. Rt-PA could be considered in the future experimental studies as it could lyse the debris efficiently and will further lower the power required. This could be potentially important when considering the acoustic energy attenuation of the skull.
2. Real-time guided therapy should be further investigated with imaging approaches using either MRI or ultrasound. Passive cavitation detection is an alternative to the real-time guide method [115, 179, 180]. Real-time therapy monitoring could improve the safety and efficiency of thrombolysis. e.g. with a passive cavitation detection imaging system, the thrombolysis therapy could result in a precise, effective recanalization process with a minimal risk of collateral vessel damage.

3. The exact mechanism of enhanced thrombolysis through multi-frequency excitations holds scope for future study. The inertial cavitation that generated from the excitations could also form a shock wave that would potentially enhance the mechanical impact on the thrombi. A fast camera that could look into the bubble behavior under acoustic wave excitation could be employed to investigate the current numerical models [181]. Further numerical and experimental studies focusing on bubble cloud behavior under acoustic excitations should be carried out as most applications will use a large amount of MBs rather than a single bubble. The generation of daughter bubbles should also be considered in the bubble cloud study as well as the interactions between the bubbles [164, 182]. The optimization of the driving dual frequency acoustic waveforms should be considered in the future microbubble cavitation simulation. Different acoustic parameters should be examined in the simulation such as the choice of the two center frequencies, and the phase difference between the two frequencies.

4. The nonlinear distortion of the acoustic waveforms (due to the nonlinear nature of the acoustic medium) should be considered in the numerical model. The harmonics contained in the acoustic pressure waveform could have a non-trivial
effect on the bubble dynamics and should be studied in the future. Two approaches could be considered in the future: first, applying the real waveform that is detected through a hydrophone as the input parameter in the numerical model; second, calculating the pressure waveform using the KZK or similar approaches to replace the ideal input waveforms [118, 183-188].

Figure 6.1 Schematic of the in vivo animal experiment setup.
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Appendices
Appendix A

MATLAB code for acoustic cavitation threshold:

For criteria: \( \frac{dR}{dt} = c \)

Main:
clear all
clc
close all
global Pa0 R0
grad_thres=1540;
Pa0_all = 0.01e6 : 0.02e6 : 10.2e6;       % range of pressure amplitude
R0_all = 0.01e-6 : 0.05e-6 : 10e-6;       % range of initial bubble radii

[~, np] = size(Pa0_all);
[~, nr] = size(R0_all);

Numecs_all = zeros(nr, np);

for ir = 1 : nr
    R0 = R0_all(ir);
    pm = 0;
    for ip = 1 : np
        Pa0 = Pa0_all(ip);
        [Numecs_all(ir, ip)] = call_case1_bubdual;
        grad_max = Numecs_all(ir, ip);
        if grad_max >= 1540
            pm = Pa0;
            if ip == 1
                fprintf('initial Rmax is too large \n')
            end
            break
        end
    end
    if ip == np
        fprintf('pmax is not found \n')
    end
end
P_thres(ir) = pm;

figure(1)
plot(R0_all, P_thres)
Function 1:

```matlab
function [grad_max] = call_case1_bubdual()
global Pa0 R0
tspan=[0*10^-6 40*10^-6]; % set time interval
[t,y] = ode45(@case1_bubdual,tspan,[R0 0]);
R = y(:,1);
grad=y(:,2);
Rmax=max(R);
grad_max=max(abs(grad));
end
```

Function 2:

```matlab
%% This file refers to an input of linear combination of 2 pressure waves
function y = case1_bubdual(t,x)
global Pa0 R0
y=zeros(2,1);
R0=(10^-6);                  %Initial bubble radius
Pam1=Pa0;                      %1st Pressure amplitude
Pam2=0;                        %2nd Pressure amplitude
fc1=1.5*(10^6);       %Frequency of pressure
fc2=1.45*(10^6);                %Frequency of pressure
P1=Pam1*sin(2*3.14*fc1*t);     %Pressure wave 1
P2=Pam2*sin(2*3.14*fc2*t);     %Pressure wave 2
Pinf=101*(10^3);               %Fluid pressure
density=1060;                  %Density of Fluid
c=1540;                      %Speed of sound in fluid
S=0.056;                       %Surface Tension
k=1.4;                         %Polytropic Index
u=0.005;                       %Viscosity
G=1.5*(10^6);                  %Shear Modulus
Pg0=Pinf+(2*S/R0);             %Initial Gas Pressure in bubble

% Seven terms are added to find the double derivative of R, which is solved
% for R, with ode45
RHS1 = (1/density)*(1 + (x(2))/c)*(Pg0*((R0/(x(1)))^3*k)) - Pinf + (P1+P2) - (2*S/x(1)) - (4*u*x(2)/c) - (4*G/(3*(x(1))^3))*((x(1))^3 - (R0^3));
RHS2 = -1.5*(1 - x(2)/(3*c))*((x(2))^2);
RHS3 = (2*S/(density*c*x(1)))*x(2);
RHS4 = -(4*G*(R0^3)*((x(1))^3-3)*x(2))/(density*c);
```
RHS5 = (-3*k)*(Pg0/(density*c))*((x(1))^(-3*k))*(R0^(3*k))* x(2);
RHS6 = +(Pam1/(density*c))*2*3.14*fc1*cos(2*3.14*fc1*t)*x(1)+(Pam2/(density*c))*2*3.14*f
c2*cos(2*3.14*fc2*t)*x(1);
RHS7 = (((x(2))^2)*4*u/(density*c*x(1)));

%So,
R_doublederivative = (RHS1+RHS2+RHS3+RHS4+RHS5+RHS6+RHS7)/(((4*u/(density*c)) + (1-
(x(2))/(density*c)*x(1)));%Double-derivative of R
y(1)=x(2); % get z(1)
y(2)=R_doublederivative; % get z(2)
end

For criteria:  \( R = 2 \times R_0 \)

Main:
close all
global Pa0 R0
Pa0_all = 0.01e6 : 0.02e6 : 3.0e6;
R0_all = 0.1e-6 : 0.1e-6 : 5e-6;

[~, np] = size(Pa0_all);
[~, nr] = size(R0_all);

Numecs_all = zeros(nr, np);

% \( R_0 = 10e-6; \) % bubble initial radius in meter
for ir = 1 : nr
    R0 = R0_all(ir);
    R_thres = 2*R0;
    pmax = 0;
    for ip = 1 : np
        Pa0 = Pa0_all(ip);
        [Numecs_all(ir, ip)] = call_case1_bubdual;
        % ip
        % ir
        Rmax = Numecs_all(ir, ip);
        if Rmax >= R_thres
            pmax = Pa0;
            if ip == 1
                fprintf ('initial Rmax is too large \n')
            end
            break
        end
    end
end
if ip == np
    fprintf('pmax is not found \n')
end

end
P_thres(ir) = pmax;
end
figure(1)
plot(Pa0_all,Numecs_all')
figure(2)
plot(R0_all,P_thres)

Function 1:
function [Rmax] = call_case1_bubdua()
global Pa0 R0
% Pa0=10^6;
% R0=10^-6;
tspan=[10*10^-6 40*10^-6]; % set time interval
[t,y] = ode45(@case1_bubdual,tspan,[R0 0]);
R = y(:, 1);
Rmax= max(R);
figure (3)
plot(t,y(:,1));
hold on
xlabel('Time(in microseconds)')
ylabel('Radius(in micrometer)')
end

Function 2:
%This file refers to an input of linear combination of 2 pressure waves
function y = case1_bubdual(t,x)
global Pa0 R0

y=zeros(2,1);
% R0=(10^-6); %Initial bubble radius
Pam1=Pa0;%1st Pressure amplitude
Pam2=0;%2nd Pressure amplitude
fc1=1*(10^6); %Frequency of pressure
fc2=1.4*(10^6); %Frequency of pressure
P1=Pam1*sin(2*3.14*fc1*t); %Pressure wave 1
P2=Pam2*sin(2*3.14*fc2*t); %Pressure wave 2
Pinf=101*(10^3); %Fluid pressure
density=1060; %Density of Fluid
c=1540; %Speed of sound in fluid
S=0.056; %Surface Tension
k=1.4; %Polytropic Index
u=0.015; %Viscosity
G=0*10^6; %Shear Modulus
Pg0=Pinf+(2*S/R0); %Initial Gas Pressure in bubble

% Seven terms are added to find the double derivative of R, which is solved
% for R, with ode45
RHS1 = (1/ density)*(1 + (x(2))/c)*(Pg0*((R0/x(1))^(3*k)) - Pinf + (P1+P2) - (2*S/x(1)) - (4*u*x(2)/x(1)) - (4*G/(3*((x(1))^3)))*((x(1))^3 -(R0^3)));
RHS2 = -1.5*(1 - x(2)/(3*c))*((x(2))^2);
RHS3 = (2*S/(density*c*x(1)))*x(2);
RHS4 = -(4*G*(R0^3)*((x(1))^3)-3)*x(2)/(density*c);
RHS5 = (-3*k)*(Pg0/(density*c))*((x(1))^(-3*k))*(R0^(3*k))* x(2);
RHS6 = +(Pam1/(density*c))*2*3.14*fc1*cos(2*3.14*fc1*t)*x(1)+(Pam2/(density*c))*2*3.14*fc2*cos(2*3.14*fc2*t)*x(1);
RHS7 = (((x(2))^2)*4*u/(density*c*x(1)));

%So,
R_doublederivative = (RHS1+RHS2+RHS3+RHS4+RHS5+RHS6+RHS7)/(((4*u/(density*c)) + (1- (x(2))/(density*c))*x(1))); %Double-derivative of R
y(1)=x(2); % get z(1)
y(2)=R_doublederivative; % get z(2)
end

MATLAB code for video/imaging processing:
Main:
% 1) Program to extract frames from a movie and save individual frames to separate image files.
% 2) Program rebuilds a new movie by recalling the saved images from disk.
% 3) Program computes the mean gray value of the color channels (if needed) and detects
% the difference between a frame and the previous frame.
% 4) It uses VideoReader and VideoWriter classes.

clc;
close all; % Close all figures (except imtool figures).
imtool close all; % Close all imtool figures.
clear;
workspace; % Make sure the workspace panel is showing.
fontSize = 22;
Open the movie and get the folder

```matlab
folder = fileparts(which('recording.mp4')); % Determine where demo folder is (works with all versions).
movieFullFileName = fullfile(folder, 'recording.mp4'); % Pick the two movie.

if ~exist(movieFullFileName, 'file') % Check to see that the video file exists.
    strErrorMessage = sprintf('File not found:
You can choose a new one, or cancel', movieFullFileName);
    response = questdlg(strErrorMessage, 'File not found', 'OK - choose a new movie.', 'Cancel', 'OK - choose a new movie.);
    if strcmpi(response, 'OK - choose a new movie.')</n        [baseFileName, folderName, FilterIndex] = uigetfile('* avi');
        if ~isequal(baseFileName, 0)
            movieFullFileName = fullfile(folderName, baseFileName);
        else
            return;
        end
    else
        return;
end
end
```

```matlab
try
    videoObject = VideoReader(movieFullFileName)
    numberOfFrames = videoObject.NumberOfFrames; % Determine how many frames there are.
    vidHeight = videoObject.Height;
    vidWidth = videoObject.Width;
    numberOfFramesWritten = 0; % Prepare a figure to show the images in the upper half of the screen.
    figure;
    % screenSize = get(0, 'ScreenSize');
    set(gcf, 'units', 'normalized', 'outerposition', [0 0 1 1]); % Enlarge figure to full screen.
    promptMessage = sprintf('Do you want to save the individual frames out to individual disk files?'); % Ask user if they want to write the individual frames out to disk.
    button = questdlg(promptMessage, 'Save individual frames?', 'Yes', 'No', 'Yes');
    if strcmp(button, 'Yes')
        writeToDisk = true;
        [folder, baseFileName, extensions] = fileparts(movieFullFileName); % Extract out the various parts of the filename.
        folder = pwd; % Make a new output subfolder for all the separately extracted movie frames to be saved to disk
```
outputFolder = sprintf('%s/Movie Frames from %s', folder, baseFileName);

if ~exist(outputFolder, 'dir') % Create the folder if it doesn't exist already.
    mkdir(outputFolder);
else
    writeToDisk = false;
end

% Loop through the movie, writing all frames out. Each frame will be in a separate file with unique name.
meanGrayLevels = zeros(numberOfFrames, 1);
meanRedLevels = zeros(numberOfFrames, 1);
meanGreenLevels = zeros(numberOfFrames, 1);
meanBlueLevels = zeros(numberOfFrames, 1);

for frame = 1 : numberOfFrames
    thisFrame = read(videoObject, frame); % Extract the frame from the movie structure.
    % Display it
    hImage = subplot(2, 2, 1);
    image(thisFrame);
    caption = sprintf('Frame %4d of %d.', frame, numberOfFrames);
    title(caption, 'FontSize', fontSize);
    drawnow; % Force it to refresh the window.

    % Write the image array to the output file, if requested.
    if writeToDisk
        % Construct an output image file name.
        outputBaseFileName = sprintf('Frame %4.4d.png', frame);
        outputFullFileName = fullfile(outputFolder, outputBaseFileName);

        % Stamp the name and frame number onto the image. At this point it's just going into the overlay, not actually getting written into the pixel values.
        text(5, 15, outputBaseFileName, 'FontSize', 20);

        % Extract the image with the text "burned into" it.
        frameWithText = getframe(gca);
        % frameWithText.cdata is the image with the text actually written into the pixel values. Write it out to disk.
        imwrite(frameWithText.cdata, outputFullFileName, 'png');
    end

    % Calculate the mean gray level.
    grayImage = rgb2gray(thisFrame);
meanGrayLevels(frame) = mean(grayImage(:));

% Calculate the mean R, G, and B levels.
meanRedLevels(frame) = mean(mean(thisFrame(:, :, 1)));
meanGreenLevels(frame) = mean(mean(thisFrame(:, :, 2)));
meanBlueLevels(frame) = mean(mean(thisFrame(:, :, 3)));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CHECK

2 - Plot the binary image with threshold for clarity of blood clot.  

BW_1=im2bw(grayImage,0.3);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CHECK 3 - Plot binary image of empty tube with threshold for clarity of empty tube.

BW_2=im2bw(grayImage,0.05);

end

% Alert user that we're done.
if writeToDisk
    finishedMessage = sprintf('Done. Wrote %d frames to folder\n"%s",
    numberOfFramesWritten, outputFolder);
else
    finishedMessage = sprintf('Done. Processed %d frames of\n"%s",
    numberOfFramesWritten, movieFullFileName);
end

disp(finishedMessage); % Write to command window.
uiwait(msgbox(finishedMessage)); % Also pop up a message box.

% Exit if they didn't write any individual frames out to disk.
if ~writeToDisk
    return;
end

% Ask user if they want to read the individual frames from the disk, that they just wrote out, back into a movie and display it.
promptMessage = sprintf('Do you want to recall the individual frames back from disk into a recording?
(This will take several seconds.)');
button = questdlg(promptMessage, 'Recall Recording?', 'Yes', 'No', 'Yes');
if strcmp(button, 'No')
    return;
end

% Create a VideoWriter object to write the video out to a new, different file.
writerObj = VideoWriter('something.avi');
open(writerObj);

% Read the frames back in from disk, and convert them to a movie. Preallocate recalledMovie, which will be an array of structures. First get a cell array with all the frames.
allTheFrames = cell(numberOfFrames,1);
allTheFrames(:, :) = (zeros(vidHeight, vidWidth, 3, 'uint8'));
% Next get a cell array with all the colormaps.
allTheColorMaps = cell(numberOfFrames,1);
allTheColorMaps(:, :) = (zeros(256, 3));
% Now combine these to make the array of structures.
recalledMovie = struct('cdata', allTheFrames, 'colormap', allTheColorMaps)
for frame = 1 : numberOfFrames
    % Construct an output image file name.
    outputBaseFileName = sprintf('Frame %4.4d.png', frame);
    outputFullFileName = fullfile(outputFolder, outputBaseFileName);
    % Read the image in from disk.
    thisFrame = imread(outputFullFileName);
    % Convert the image into a "movie frame" structure.
    recalledMovie(frame) = im2frame(thisFrame);
    % Write this frame out to a new video file.
    writeVideo(writerObj, thisFrame);
end
close(writerObj);
% Get rid of old image and plot.
delete(hImage);
delete(hPlot);
% Create new axes for our movie.

123
subplot(1, 3, 2);
axis off; % Turn off axes numbers.
title('Recording recalled from disk', 'FontSize', fontSize);
% Play the movie in the axes.
movie(recalledMovie);

msgbox('Done with this recording');
catch
    % Some error happened if you get here.
    strErrorMessage = sprintf('Error extracting frames from:
Error: %s
)', movieFullFileName, ME.message);
    uiwait(msgbox(strErrorMessage));
end

Data Analysis
% Plot percentage of blood clot left
figure
p = 1 : numberOfFrames;
time=(p/30).';
norm_percent=(100/percent_area(3))*percent_area;
result=(medfilt1(norm_percent,4000)).';
plot(time,result(p));
grid on
xlabel('Time (in seconds)');
ylabel('Percentage of blood clot remaining');
coefficients = polyfit(time, result, 1);
% Now get the slope, which is the first coefficient in the array:
slope = coefficients(1)
Appendix B

Calibrated flow rate of the peristaltic pump

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>setting</th>
<th>time to fill 10 mL (s)</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>rate (mL/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.13</td>
<td>14.43</td>
<td>0.693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.36</td>
<td>12.63</td>
<td>0.792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.93</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>0.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td>1.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>1.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.51</td>
<td>1.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.88</td>
<td>6.97</td>
<td>1.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.79</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>1.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C

Calculation of pressure measured from hydrophone.

Here are the calculations for sensitivity when taking into account the preamplifier:

\[
M_L (f) = G (f) M_c (f) \left( \frac{C_H}{C_H + C_c + C_A} \right)
\]

\( G (f) \) = Amplifier gain

\( M_c (f) \) = Hydrophone End-of-Cable Open Circuit (EOC) sensitivity

\( C_H \) = Capacitance of hydrophone

\( C_A \) = Capacitance of amplifier

\( C_c \) = Capacitance of connector

Hydrophone: HNC 200 \( \rightarrow \) Capacitance = 70 pf ; EOC = -271 dB re \( \frac{1V}{\mu Pa} \)

Preamplifier: AH 2020 \( \rightarrow \) Capacitance = 8 pf ; Gain = 20 dB

\[ Original \ sensitivity \ from \ the \ plots : M_c = 10 \times 10^{-3} \times \left( \frac{271}{30} \times \frac{1}{10^{-6}} \right) = 2.8 \times 10^{-7} \frac{V}{Pa} \]
\[ M_L = 10 \times 10^{-271 \over 20} \times \left( \frac{1}{10^{-6}} \right) \times \left( \frac{70 \times 10^{-12}}{70 \times 10^{-12} + 8 \times 10^{-12}} \right) = 2.5281 \times 10^{-7} \frac{V}{Pa} \]

Then the pressure level will be

\[ \text{Pressure} = \frac{\text{Voltage}}{M_L} \]
Appendix D

Clot imaging processing
% credit to Image Analyst and others on MathWorks for ideas
clc; % Clear the command window.
close all; % Close all figures (except those of
intool.)
intool close all; % Close all intool figures.
clear; % Erase all existing variables..
workspace; % Make sure the workspace panel is showing.
format long g;
format compact;
fontSize = 24;
scale = 10/180;
%================================
\text{\texttt{\textcopyright \textregistered \textcopyright \textregistered}}\text{\texttt{\textregistered \textcopyright \textregistered}}\text{\texttt{\textregistered \textcopyright \textregistered}=======================================}
\text{\texttt{\textcopyright \textregistered \textcopyright \textregistered}}\text{\texttt{\textregistered \textcopyright \textregistered}=====================

%% Initial Clot Condition Image Processing

%% STEP 1.
% Read in the blood clot colour image.
folder = 'E:\robot transducer\dip';
baseFileName = 'single3.5beforetreat.png';

%% STEP2.
% Get the full filename, with path prepended.
fullFileName = fullfile(folder, baseFileName);
if ~exist(fullfile, 'file')
% Didn't find it there. Check the search path for it.
fullFileName = baseFileName; % No path this time.
if ~exist(fullfile, 'file')
% Still didn't find it. Alert user.
errorMessage = sprintf('Error: %s does not exist.', fullfile);
uiwait(warndlg(errorMessage));
return;
end
end
rgbImage = imread(fullfile);

% Get the dimensions of the image. numberOfColorBands should be = 3.
[rows, columns, numberOfColorBands] = size(rgbImage);

%% STEP 3.
% Display the original color image of initial clot condition.
subplot(4,1,1)
imshow(rgbImage);
title('Original Color Image of Initial Clot condition', 'FontSize', fontSize);

% Enlarge figure to full screen.
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Normalized', 'Outerposition', [0, 0, 1, 1]);

%% STEP 4
% Extract the individual red, green, and blue color channels.
redChannel = rgbImage(:, :, 1);
greenChannel = rgbImage(:, :, 2);
blueChannel = rgbImage(:, :, 3);

%% STEP 5.
% Set the condition to define binary image
binaryImage = redChannel < 100;
% Again display the original color image.
subplot(4,1,2)
imshow(binaryImage);
axis off;
title('Initial Binary Image of Initial Clot condition', 'FontSize', fontSize);

% Clean it up.
% a. Fill holes.
binaryImage = imfill(binaryImage, 'holes');

% b. Get rid of small blobs.
binaryImage = bwareaopen(binaryImage, 10000);

% c. Smoothen border
binaryImage = imclose(binaryImage, true(5));

% d. Display the cleaned color image.
subplot(4,1,3)
imshow(binaryImage);
axis off;
title('Cleaned Binary Image of Initial Clot condition', 'FontSize', fontSize);

%% STEP 6.
% Get the boundary and outline it over the original image.
boundaries = bwboundaries(binaryImage);
x_initial = [boundaries(1)(:, 2)]';
y_initial = [boundaries(1)(:, 1)'];
% First Display the original color image.

subplot(4,1,4)
imshow(rgbImage);
title('Outline over Original Color Image of Initial Clot condition',
'FontSize', fontSize);

% Plot boundaries over it.
hold on;
plot(x_initial, y_initial, 'g-', 'LineWidth', 2);

x_initial= x_initial*scale; % scaling to original size
y_initial= y_initial*scale; % scaling to original size

%% Final Clot Condition Image Processing

%% STEP.1
% Read in the blood clot color image.

folder = 'E:\robot transducer\dip';
baseFileName = 'single3.5.png';

%% STEP 2.
% Get the full filename, with path prepended.

fullFileName = fullfile(folder, baseFileName);
if ~exist(fullFileName, 'file')
    % Didn't find it there. Check the search path for it.
    fullfile = baseFileName; % No path this time.
    if ~exist(fullfile, 'file')
        % Still didn't find it. Alert user.
        errorMessage = sprintf('Error: %s does not exist.', fullfile);
        uiwait(warndlg(errorMessage));
        return;
    end
end
rgbImage = imread(fullfile);

% Get the dimensions of the image. numberOfColorBands should be = 3.
[rows, columns, numberOfColorBands] = size(rgbImage);

%% Step 3.
% Display the original color image of final clot condition.

figure
subplot(4,1,1)
imshow(rgbImage);
title('Original Color Image of Final Clot Condition', 'FontSize', fontSize);

% Enlarge figure to full screen.
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Normalized', 'Outerposition', [0, 0, 1, 1]);

%% Step 4.
% Extract the individual red, green, and blue color channels.

redChannel = rgbImage(:, :, 1);
greenChannel = rgbImage(:, :, 2);
blueChannel = rgbImage(:, :, 3);

%% Step 5.
% Set the condition to define binary image
binaryImage = redChannel < 125;

% Display the original color image.
subplot(4,1,2)
imshow(binaryImage);
axis off;
title('Initial Binary Image of Final Clot Condition', 'FontSize', fontSize);

% Clean it up.
% a. Fill holes.
binaryImage = imfill(binaryImage, 'holes');
% b. Get rid of small blobs.
binaryImage = bwareaopen(binaryImage, 10000);
% c. Smoothen borders
binaryImage = imclose(binaryImage, true(5));
% d. Display the original color image.
subplot(4,1,3)
imshow(binaryImage);
axis off;
title('Cleaned Binary Image of Final Clot Condition', 'FontSize', fontSize);

%% STEP 6.
% Get the boundary and outline it over the original image.

boundaries = bwboundaries(binaryImage);
x_final = ([boundaries(1)(:, 2)]');
y_final = ([boundaries(1)(:, 1)]');

% Display the original color image.
subplot(4,1,4)
imshow(rgbImage);
title('Outline over Original Color Image of Final Clot Condition', 'FontSize', fontSize);

% Plot boundaries over it.
hold on;
plot(x_final, y_final, 'g-', 'LineWidth', 2);

x_final = x_final*scale; % scaling to original size
\texttt{y\_final= y\_final*scale;} % scaling to original size

%% EXTRACTING DATA FROM INITIAL AND FINAL CLOT OUTLINES

%% STEP 1.
% Plot initial and final clots' outlines on the same figure

\texttt{figure}
\texttt{plot(x\_initial,-y\_initial);} \\
\texttt{hold on} \\
\texttt{plot(x\_final,-y\_final)} \\
\texttt{ylim([-20,20])} \\
\texttt{grid on} \\
\texttt{legend('Original clot condition','Final clot condition')} \\
\texttt{title('Original and final clot condition outline')} \\
\texttt{xlabel('Movement along x-axis(mm)')} \\

%% STEP 2.
% Define x-limits of clot under interest
% a. Again redefine appended x and y vectors

\texttt{x = [x\_initial,x\_final];} \\
\texttt{y = [(\text{-}y\_initial),(\text{-}y\_final)\text{];}} \\

%% STEP 3.
\texttt{y\_n=1;} % Initially run the program
% Input left and right limits for shortened x and y vectors for removed clot visualization
\texttt{while y\_n==1} \\
\texttt{prompt\_input\_left = 'Enter left limit of particular segment of clot (in mm): ';} % asks for left limit for shortened clot \\
\texttt{input\_left = input(prompt\_input\_left);} \\
\texttt{prompt\_input\_right = 'Enter right limit of particular segment of clot (in mm): ';} % asks for left limit for shortened clot \\
\texttt{input\_right = input(prompt\_input\_right);} \\

%% STEP 4.
% Finding initial shortened clot area

\texttt{x\_short\_limit\_initial=x\_initial;} \\
\texttt{y\_short\_limit\_initial=y\_initial;} \\
\texttt{index\_left\_initial = find(x\_short\_limit\_initial < input\_left); } % y-values for x less than this index (x-distance) will be deleted \\
\texttt{x\_short\_limit\_initial(index\_left\_initial)=[ ];}
y_short_limit_initial(index_left_initial) = []; 

index_right_initial = find(x_short_limit_initial > input_right);  % y-values for x more than this index (x-distance) will be deleted 

x_short_limit_initial(index_right_initial)=[]; 
y_short_limit_initial(index_right_initial)=[]; 

A_short_clot_initial=polyarea(x_short_limit_initial,y_short_limit_initial); 

%% STEP 5. 
% Finding area of final shortened clot 

x_short_limit_final=x_final; 
y_short_limit_final=y_final; 
index_left_final = find(x_short_limit_final < input_left);  % y-values for x less than this index (x-distance) will be deleted 

x_short_limit_final(index_left_final)=[]; 
y_short_limit_final(index_left_final)=[]; 

index_right_final = find(x_short_limit_final > input_right);  % y-values for x more than this index (x-distance) will be deleted 

x_short_limit_final(index_right_final)=[]; 
y_short_limit_final(index_right_final)=[]; 

A_short_clot_final=polyarea(x_short_limit_final,y_short_limit_final); 

%% STEP 6. 
% Calculation of initial, final and removed areas of initial, final and shortened final clot 

Area_of_total_initial_clot= polyarea(x_initial,y_initial) 
Area_of_total_final_clot= polyarea(x_final,y_final) 
Area_of_total_clot_removed=Area_of_total_initial_clot- 
Area_of_total_final_clot 
Area_of_removed_clot_in_short_segment=A_short_clot_initial- 
A_short_clot_final 

%% STEP 7. 
% Plot initial and final total clots and area removed from the shortened clot under investigation 

figure 
subplot(4,1,1) 
fill(x_initial,-y_initial,'r') 
title('Initial clot condition') 
grid on 
hold on
subplot(4,1,2)
fill(x_final,-y_final,'r')
grd on
hold on
title('Final clot condition')

subplot(4,1,3)
fill(x,y,[1 0.5 0.3])
grd on
title('Total clot removed')

% General visualization of shortened x_final and y_final vectors for better processing

x_short_limit=x;
y_short_limit=y;
index_1 = find(x < input_left);  % y-values for x less than this index (x-distance) will be deleted
x_short_limit(index_1)=[];
y_short_limit(index_1)=[];

index_2 = find(x_short_limit > input_right);  % y-values for x more than this index (x-distance) will be deleted
x_short_limit(index_2)=[];
y_short_limit(index_2)=[];

% Fill area enclosed by area removed in shortened clot

subplot (4,1,4)
area_fill=fill(x_short_limit,y_short_limit,[1 0.5 0.3]);
grd on
xlim([min(x_initial),max(x_initial)])
ylim([-20,0])
title('Clot removed from the queried subsection')

prompt_y_n = 'Continue? (1/0): '  ;  % asks for left limit for shortened clot
y_n = input(prompt_y_n);
end

disp ('Image Processing of clot finished.')